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MAGPIE SOUGH CENTENARY 

The 12th. August 1981 marks the 100th anniversary of the opening of Magpie Sough. 
This was the last of the big soughs to be driven in Derbyshire and it was unfortunate 
that, by the time it was completed in 1881, the price of lead had fallen so much that 
it was no longer economical to work the mine. 

It took some eight years to drive a distance of just over a mile and cost in the 
region of £14,000. The event was celebrated with a meal and a barrel of beer, a similar 
barrel was donated to the Society by Chatsworth Estates in 1974 when the sough reopened. 

To celebrate the centenary, the Society is holding an event to commemorate the 
opening in 1881, not on the exact date but slightly later to avoid the holiday period. 

TherP. will bP. a nominal P.ntrance feP. to pay expP.nsP.s of Folk Group,etc. Food will 
bP. on salP. (ChP.ese and Onion Rolls and Mushy PP.as). Any profit made will be paid into 
the M.C. W. S.F (no, not the Magpie Cottage Wardens Slush F'und ) thP Magpie Cottage WatP.r 
Supply Fund! 

"Magpie Sough Centenary Celebration" 

Food -- Beer -- Bonfire 
at 

Folk Group 

Magpie Mine, commencing 7. 30 p m. 

S aturday, September Sth. 1981 

Admission: SOp. (Children under 1 2  -- 2Sp .) 

Pay at the Gate -- F ree Parking 

THE REOPENING OF MAGPIE SOUGH 1974 

In 1962, the air shaft near the sough tail collapsed and caused the water to back 
up in the mine. Eventually, the hydrostatic pressure built up so much that it burst 
out of the run-in shaft and obliterated the entrance arching with scree. Pressure was 
so great that water was forced some JOft. up the shaft to flow down into the River 
Wye. This blockage was eventually cleared in 1974 using a mechanical excavator which 
removed the arching back from the entrance until the rubble blockage itself was 
cleared, releasing some J million gallons of water in a few minutes. In these days of 
technical projects like the removal of the Wills Founder Engine, it is strange to recall 
the apparently primitive techniques originally used by the Society in attempts to clear 
the sough. 



Reopening of Magpie Sough contd. 

Reproduced below is a report, by Harry Parker, which appeared in the News-letter 
of September 1970. Work was not so professional then - but it was certainly more fun! 

"Now well in the second year of digging good progress has been made. The sough 
tail is completely clear and access into the passage itself for some 40ft. is possible. 
Although water is pouring through the roof from the air shaft overspill, a fair current 
is corning through the fill in the passage and this is helping to move rubble downstream. 
Present method of working is continuing dredging of the channel allowing more rubble to 
be washed out. This has been done by hand and power dragline using the Society's winch. 
(The latter, by the way, had a JAP engine and was subsequently sold to a Morgan 
enthusiast who had been amazed to discover it rusting away in a shed at Magpie. On other 
occasions there was the marvellous sight of 'Aggy' - Geoff Holt's Calf Dozer. Ed. ) 

Sunday, )lst. May, was a milestone in the dig when, for the first time, draglining 
operations were carried out in the passage resulting in the clearance of some further 
5 feet of fill. A dramatic and encouraging moment came when two large rocks in the fill 
suddenly moved and a surge of muddy water burst from the sough tail, a disturbance which 
was reflected by a muddy boil up in the flooded air shaft. An inspection after the 
extra flow had diminished showed that the fill had shifted five feet towards the sough 
tail proving that the blockage is moveable and not a solid jam . . . . . . . . . . .  " 

The Secretary can recall a number of occasions as a member of Didsbury College of 
Education Potholing Club, when parties went to Magpie for a bit of sough digging. On 
one particular occasion, a Mini Pick-up was loaded with bodies, picks, shovels and a 
tin bath (of which more later) and headed for the Sough, via Sheldon. Entering the 
village, they were accosted by a figure dressed in trendy clothes and a lavender scarf 
who furiously waved at them. Immediately suspecting that he was a gentleman of strange 
predelictions, they rejected his obviously friendly advances and urged the driver to 
increase speed to escape him. 

It was at this point that several things were noticed that seemed aJniss. The tarmac 
was completely hidden beneath a substance which suggested that some two million cows 
had been herded through the village recently. They passed a girl in an ankle length 
dress (and this was the era of the mini-skirt) although the low cleavage was commented 
on. Then a man in a red coat, tricorne hat and musket (in Sheldon?). It was then that 
they �ound themselves in front of a camera and, from the comments of the crew, apparently 
d�fin��P.ly not welcome there. �11 was revealed - the EEC filming yet another of their 
V7ctori�n pla�s (so they were right about the gentleman in the lavander scarf!). The 
final disappointment was seeing that theyhad been cutout of the scene when it appeared 
on TV. 

Anyway, back at the Sough they proceeded to try out their brilliant scheme for 
dredging the channel with dry feet. The idea was for someone to float into the sough 
tail in the bath and proceed to dig out the channel floor, placing the rubble in the 
bath with them and then floating out to empty it. All went well until thA bath started 
to be loaded with rubble. It was then found that the calcalations had failed to take 
Archimedes Principle into account and the bath promptly sank with all hands. Back to 
the drawing board'. 

It is interesting to speculate with hindsight on the effect of releasing those 3 
million gallons of water whilst digging in the sough arching. The Olympic sprint record 
would have been broken anyway!! I think most were secretly disappointed, when the water 
was finally released - that Ashford-in-the-Water didn't live up to its name: 

Please Note 
EXTRAORDINAHY GENERAL MEETING 

-

Due to domestic problems of the Auditor, the accounts for }ast year have only just 
been audited. The Company Acts require that we have a meeting to officially approve 
them, they were unfortunately not rRady for the last E. G. M in April. As a result, there 
will be an Extraordinary General Meeting of the Society on Sunday 2Jrd. August 1981 to 
officially approve the accounts for the year ended JOth. June 1980. This will precP.de 
the Meeting to Clayton Adit, details of which appear under Society Meets. 



Society Meetings & Projects�. 

The Society has had a policy for a number of years of allowing non-members to 
attend official meets where numbers allow. Our reasoning behind this is to persuade 
them to join the Society. In view of our new insurance cover for liability in case 
of death, injury or damage, it would be senseless to allow persons to attend official 
meets who were not similarly covered. We have arranged a scheme with the Insurers 
whereby non-members can receive temporary cover for the duration of a meet. 

In future, where a non-member (this includes members' family who are not in the 
Society ) attends an official meet, they will be asked to pay 50p. per head for 
insurance cover for that meet. Where they attend a number of meets in a year, it 
will be cheaper for them to join as a full member. 

Will meet leaders please note that they should arrange to collect the 50p's 
together with a list of names and addresses of the non-members. The money and list 
should be forwa:rUed to the Secretary as soon as possible. 

MEEI' GRADES . 

Members may be aware that caves are given a grade of difficulty in guide books 
to give potential explorers an idea of what to expect. 

We have found in the past that some members have experienced difficulty when 
attending an underground meet because it entailed more than they expected. For 
instance, if somebody has never been on an electron ladder they will experience great 
difficulty the first time. On an ordinary underground meet, such a difficulty will 
not only cause embarrassment but will i1old up the rest of the party. 

As part of our training scheme, we intend to organise special trips where such 
techniques·can be taught safely and patiently. We would ask members not to attend 
difficult underground meets until they have obtained the necessary experience and 
training. 

In future, all official underground meets will be given a grading to let members 
know what to expect. 

EASY -

MODERATE -

DIFFICULT -

VERY 
DIFFICULT -

JulY-

easy walking or stooping, no vertical descents. One to take your 
granny along on. 

mostly easy walking but includes portions where crawling or short 
scrambles are involved. Children allowed if under control of parent. 

an element of difficulty is included. May be a short ladder pitch(es), 
long crawl or deep water. Children allowed if they are already 
experienced in underground exploration. 

a strenuous trip only to be undertaken by those with experience and 
properly equipped. Includes long ladder pitches, difficult crawls 
or manoeuvrP.s or very deep water. Children under 18 not allowed 
without the express permission of the leader. 

Jugholes. (Grade Moderate). Saturday llth. July 1981 Leader J. Poulter. 

An underground meet in a system part mine,pa:t natural. Meet at the lay b¥ at 

GR SK28J595 at llam. (This is on the road opposite the track to Masson Quarry) . 

Bring helmets and headlamps. 

-J-



July Contd. 
Geology of the Matlock Area Sunday 12th. July  1981 Leader N. Butcher · 

Meet at the car park at Cromford Meadows (GR SK 299.569) at 10 . JOam. 
This will be a surface walk and the theoretical aspects of origins of mineral solutions 
and the origin of flows of mineral solutions will be explained in relation to the 
detailed geology of the mineral deposits of Matlock and Bonsall areas. This will be 
pitched to.those who are more geologically minded. Come prepared to walk and bring 
a packed lunch, boots and waterproof. 

Projects 

Crich Lead-mining Display 

(GR SK  J'+J5JJ) 
Sunday July 5th . & 19th. 1 981 

Meet on the site from 1 0  o'clock onwards . Further information on this the Society's 
'oldest project' may be obtained from the .Project Leaders - Nevil Gregory, Howan Cottage , 

2 Chapel Lane , Holloway, Nr. Matlock. Tel: Dethick J7J, or, Iain Butler, 1 9  Albany 
Court , Stapleford, Nottingham. Tel: Saudiacre J98069 

Goodluck Lead Mine Sunday July 5th. 1981 

This project is a private venture supported by the Society - it involves both 
surface and underground work. Further particulars may be obtained. fro:n: - .!:ton Amner , 
58 Foljambe Avenue , Walton , Chesterfield. Tel: 0246-72375 

Holme Bank Chert Mine Sunday July lZth & 19th. 1981 

This like Goodluck is also a private ve nture and is suµporteLl by the Society. 
Colin Laidler, the owner and Societ y member, is hoping to open the mine by �aster 
to the general public. Naturally there are numerous tasks to oe done before it can 
open as a ' show mine' - both underground and surface.  Further details from:-
Golin Laidler, 9 Peakland View , Darley Dale,  Matlock , Derbyshire. Tel: 0629tr3 - 4658 

August 

Slate Mines of Wales (Grade Moderate) Weekend 8th-9th August 1981 Lead.er S .  Hughes. 

This meet is being hosted by North Cardiganshire Mining Club and will include 
two large slate mines . 

Saturday - Cwm Orthin Mine. Meet at 10 . 00am . in the lay-by at the base of the incline 
near Tan-y-Grisau at GR 683455. 

Sund� - Corris Mine . Meet under clock tower in market square of Machynlleth at 
GR 7 008 . 

Ecton Mines Weekend 22&23rd August 1981 Leader D. Weston· 

Meet both days at the lay-by near Clayton Adit (GR SK 096564) at 11.00am . 

Saturday - a surface walk of the Ecton Mines and adjacent area with a description of 
the features and the history. 

Sunday - an underground trip to Clayton Adit (Grade Moderate ) . NO children under the 
age of 15 allowed . This trip will involve wading in shallow water, bypassing flooded 
shafts and scrambles . Helmets and l ights are essential and also wellies (or wet feet ) . 
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August Contd. 
A groulJ of members are travelling over on 1''riday night and staying at the N . C . M . C. 

hut Cae Gynon in the hheidol Valley at GR 71878;,_ This is 'basic' accommodation so  
come prepared as if for camping but without the tent! There is room for 18  sleeping 
in  the hut but plenty of space for tents outside . A good _l;ub is w ithin staggering 
distance . 

If you get l ost during the weekend or want local directions phone Simon Hughes ,  
Tel: Talybont 556. 

If you wish to stay at the hut, or camp there, let the Secretary, Adrian }earce 
know . In any case,  could all members intending to  go phone Adrian during the week 
preceding - in case of changes .  

Projects 
Crich Lead-mining Display Sunday August Znd. & 16th. 1981 

Goodl uck Lead Mine Sunday August Znd. 1981 

Holme Bank Chert Mine Sunday August 9th. & 16th. 1981 

�12tember 
Surface Walk around Brassington. Sunday, 20th September 1 981. Leader R .  Tune . 

Meet in the Car Park of  Middleton Top Engine House (GR SK275551) at 10. JOa .m .  
The walk will examine the mines of Carsington Pastures and Brassington with a history 
of the w orkings . Lunch will be taken in a suitable hostelry. Bring waterproofs, 
boots and a packed lunch. 

Crich Lead-mining Display Sunday September 6th. & ?Uth. 1981 

Goodluck Lead Mine Sunday September 6th. 1981 

Holme Bank Chert Mine Sunday September lJ.th. & 20th. 1981 

October 

Lake District Weekend 24th-25th October 1981- Leader A Pearce 

Saturday - Greenside Mine ( Grade Very Difficult) - meet in car park in Glenridding 
(GR NY7J86169) at llam. The place where we will park to change is restricted for space 
so  if numbers are large we will double u_lJ in cars . This is a long and strenuous trip 
with a mile wa.J k to the mine and 700ft . of ladders to climb . Take a packed 1 unch with 
you. 

Sunday - Force Crag Mine . Meet at the mine at Gh NY/200215 at 10.  },iam . There is a mine 
track leading up the Coledale Beck from the village of Braithwaite . This is a working 
barite mine and the visit has been arranged through the courtesy of Bob Gunn of 
Braithwaite Mining Ltd . Welllngtons ,  helmets and lamps are essential. 

A group of members will be camping over the weekend . If you wish to join them , phone 
the Secretary at the beginning of October to  find out which ca.mpsite is being used . 
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October Contd. 
Projects 

Grich Lead-mining Display Sunday L•..;tober 4th. & l8th. 1981 

Goodluck Lead Mine Sunday October 4th. 1981 

Holme Bank Chert Mine Sunday October llth. & 18th. 1981 

November 
Introductory/Intermediate Trip (Grade Easy/Moderate) 

Weekend 7th.-8th. November 1981. Leader J. roulter. 

Saturday - meet at Magpie Mine Gh SK17J68z at 11.00am. First a tour around the site 
with a brief history. After lunch (bring a packed one) a trii-• in an easy mine to 
teach elementary exploration techniques and describe basic .c:qui1.oment. Bring old clothes, 
strong footwear, helmet and lamp. Some helmets and lamps can be provide::d - let John 
know if necessary. 

Sunday - meet in the lay-by at Stoney Middleton Gn SK 228755 at 11.0Uam. If weather 
permits we will practise ladder climbing, abseiling, ropework, etc . on the surface, 
followed by a trip down Nicker Grove Mine, using these techniques. Bring a packed lunch 
or buy cheap meal at Lovers Leap Cafe. 

Yorkshire Dales Weekend 14th-15th November 1981 - Leader T. Coatham 

BaI'H t r i-µs are VEhY DIFFICULT and the Saturday one will be wet (so a wet-sult .Ls J. great 
advantage). Members MUST be experienced in ladder techniques <;.nd helmets and headlam1•s 
are essential. 

Saturday - meet in Bernards Cafe in Ingleton at 10.CCam. Arrive earlier: li' you want 
breakfast! This will be a through trip between Swinsto/Kingsdal� Valley Entrance, if 
numbers permit it wilJ be an exchange triµ. 

Sunday - meet at Bul 1 :rot Farm (Gh 66�"815) at h'. ')i)am. This will be a through tdi-1 
between Lancaster Hole/Ea.sgill and again, if numbers })ermit, will be an exchange trip. 

A group of members is travelling up on Friday night anJ staying at a caving hut in 
the area. If you want a place in the hut phone the Secretary Adrian P•!at·ce. 

Projects 
Grich Lead-mining Display Sunday November lst. & l_<;th. 1981 

Goodluck Lead Mine Sun.iay November lst. 19tH 

Holme Bank Chert Mine Sunday November 8th. & 15th. 1981 

SocietY. Officers & Facilities 

PDMHS has a number of officers and facilities of potential use to meinbers, in case 
you are not aware of them all here is a glossary. 
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Secretary: 
Adrian Pearce , Y+ Madison Avenue, Chaddesden, Derby DE2 6JA. Tel :  Derby 670721 

In charge of the general administration of the Society and will handle any member
ship problems . In addition, acts as contacts man so if you have any problems contact 
him and he will refer you to  the proper person if he can 't handle it himself. 

Treasurer : 
Roger Mercer, Welford House ,  Matlock Street, Bakewell .  Tel : Bakewell 2608 

In charge of the Society's finances and collects all subscriptions , etc. If you 
have any QUeries about membership fees,  etc. - contact Boger. 

Editor : 
Trevor Ford , c/o Geology Dept . , University of Leicester, Leicester. Tel : Leics . 554455 

Trevor is responsible for the editing and production of the Bulletin and any other 
Society Special Publications . Although Trevor cannot make a silk purse out of the 
proverbial sow's ear he can do the next best thing. If you have any article (regardless 
of size ) for the Bulletin send it to Trevor with d ouble spacing if possible .  Do not 
worry about bad punctuation or spelling since Trevor will make it fit for publication or 
advise you on any changes necessary. 

Recorder : 
Geoff Rose , 25 Ratcliffe Road ,  Sileby, Leics. Tel : Sileby Y+o2 

Responsible for ens uring that current discoveries are recorded in some form , whether 
it be the Bulletin or Magpie Cottage Log Book. Also in charge of the Society Collection 
of books , plans , etc. which are kept at Matlock for administrative convenience . Any 
donations of plans , etc. to the Society Collection should be sent to Geoff who will also 
answer any Queries you may have . 

In addition, Geoff is in charge of the Mines Registry which is recording all surface 
remains in Derbyshire including mine entrances. This takes the form of putting details 
onto 1:25.000 maps and a back-up index system. Members take a small area and complete 
the maps by walking the ground . No pressure is placed on mappers so you can do it in 
your own time . More mappers are reQuired and Geoff would be pleased to  hear of volunteers 
to take an area or to assist in completing index cards. 

freservation Study Convenor : 
Lyn Willies , Hilderston, Dale Road , Matlock Bath, Derbyshire . Tel : Matlock 4322 

In charge of ensuring that mining remains in Derbyshire are properly protected and 
preserved . If you are aware of any mining feature that is in dange·r of being destroyed 
or damaged ,  get in touch with Lyn immediately who has many contacts with the local and 
national authorities and mining companies. 

He is also an expert on mining history and source material, as well as being project 
leader forihe Museum and other society schemes.  If you need information on source 
material , write to him but expect a delay in replying because of his many commitments. 
News-letter E:l..itor: 
Iain Butler, 19 Albany Court , Stapleford,  Nottingham. Tel : Sandiacre 398069 

In charge of producing the news-letter, send any articles , photographs etc. to  him. 
We consider anything for the news-letter so long as it has some bearing on mining or 
the S ociety's activities . 

In a.ddition , Iain (ably assisted by Evelyn Dixon)is in charge of the organisation of 
Society social functions such as the Annual Dinner or Groove Fest . If you have any 
suggestions for such events or can assist in any way let him know. 

Another of Iain's jobs is the printing of Society publications if you have anything 
for printing and want advice drop him a line. 
Publications Secretary: 
Mike Luff, 14 Tredington Road , Glenfield ,  Leicester. Tel : Leics . 873577 

In charge of the issue of the Bulletin to  members and also the after sales of back 
numbers plus a number of other publications . Any Queries about purchases , etc. should 
be sent to him and , if you don 't have one already, he can send a publications list . 

Mike also attends exhibitions , displays, etc. to sell publications . If you want 
PDMHS to sell books, etc. at some function ask Mike . 
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Cottage Wardens: 
Geoff Holt, 19 Ellerton Road, Sheffield. Tel: Sheffield J844Y+ 
Terry Worthington, 198 Dale Road South, Matlock Bath, Derbyshire. Tel: Matlock J907 

The Society leases the site and buildings of Magpie Mine as a Field Centre and the 
Wardens are in charge of the site. 

Magpie Cottage is available for use by Society members and guests as a base for 
operations in the area. The accommodation is basic but comfortable with electric light, 
cooking facilities, cutlery and crockery supplied, a stove for cold weather(�). Water 
has to be brought to the site and stored but running water is soon to be supplied. 
Free tea, milk and sugar is included in the fees. 

It can be used during the day or overnight. Members are usually there at weekends 
but to be sure of getting in, the key can be obtained from the Wardens upon request. 

If you want to find out what is happening in the Society, why not go to the Cottage 
(especially on a Sunday morning) and find out or perhaps join in some trip being ar.ranged. 

Display Organiser: 
Richard Marpole, 21 Holmfield, Burbage, Buxton. Tel: Buxton 77254 

The society has some excellent display material on lead mining and the Society's 
activities. This can be used for any event, either manned or loaned if it is for a 
longer period. Contact Richard if you want to make use of it. 

New Members Co-ordinator: 
Johll Poulter, Cluden Barik, Great Longstone, Bakewell. Tel: Gt. Longstone Jl5 

Any new member wishing to learn about the Society or to meet other members should 
contact John. He arranges special introductory trips underground to teach exploration 
techniques (some helmets and lamps can be supplied) and also an introduction to mining 
history - Magpie Mine is usually the venue. These trips are often organised on demand 
and not advertised, to be notified of such trips send a S.A.E. to John. 
Artefact Recording: 
Tony Dixon, 21 Marlborough Drive, Belper. Tel: Belper )020 

Are you interested in recording details of surf ace mining structures and machinery 
by either drawings or photography? If so - contact Tony. 
Crich Project Leaders: 
Iain Butler, 19 Albany Court, Stapleford, Nottingham. Tel: Sandiacre 398069 
Nevil Gregory, Rowan Cottage, 2 Chapel Lane, Holloway, Matlock. Tel: Dethick J7J 

The Society's longest running project provides a display of mining machinery and 
a reconstructed lead mine on a site at the Grich Tramway Museum. As well as installing 
and preserving equipment on the site, members are needed to show visitors around, talk 
to them and answer questions. If you want to help contact either of the above. 
Goodluck Mine Pro�ect Lead.er: 
Ron Amner, 58 FolJambe Avenue, Walton, Chesterfield. Tel: Chesterfield 72375 

This is an actual lead mine in the Via Gellia privately owned by Ron. Although not 
an official society project, it is approved and society members have helped out here 
for a number of years. The mine is being turned into an underground museum and help is 
required to do this. Working meets are held once a month, if you are interested contact 
Ron. 
Lathkill Dale Project Lead.er: 
Richard Marpole, 2l Holffifield, Burbage, Buxton. Tel: Buxton 77254 

This is a project to preserve some of the mining remains in Lathkill Dale, mostly 
masonry structures. More help is needed, if interested contact Richard. 
Special Projects Group: 
Les Riley, 27 PUrbeck Avenue, Loundsley Green, Chesterfield. Tel: Chesterfield 7844-1 

A small gr�up of members have accumulated a number of items of equipment i.e. winches, compress�r, drills, generators, et�. and use these.on the projects where special skills are required e.g recovery of the Wills Founder Engine and Pumps. They would be interested t� �ear from anyone wit� special skills or equipment which would be useful in practical mining work on such proJects. Should any member wish to use an item of equipment or make use of their services, contact Les and possibly some arrangement may be agreed. Since the group have purchased this equipment themselves, there may well be a charge. 
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Tackle : 
Terry Worthington, 198 Dale Road South, Matlock Bath. Tel : Matlock J907 

The Society has some electron ladders, belays , etc . which are available for loan 
by members . Contact Terry to arrange this . 

Mining Museum Curator : 
Pam Diamond , Peak District Mining Museum, The Pavilion, Matlock Bath. Tel : Matlock JBY+ 

The Museum is jointly owned by the Society, Derbyshire County Council and West 
Derbyshire District Council but is operated by the Society. Pam is the full-time 
curator and would be pleased to receive any mining artefacts for preservation and 
display. Entry to the Museum is free for members and you may be able to beg a cup of 
tea while there . Volunteers are required for work on the artefacts and construction of 
displays, etc . In addition, the museum is run by society volunteers at weekends who man 
the desk and answer questions (where possible ) . You can do a stint with others first to 
learn the ropes .  If you can offer any help contact Pam. 

Society Collection : 

The Society has built up a collection of plans, documents, books , etc . over the year s 
and this is constantly added to.  Members can inspect the items 'in situ'or borrow them 
upon production of a current membership card. 

The collection is kept in the Local Studies Dept . ,  Derbyshire County Library, 
County Offices, Matlock. Tel : Matlock Y+ll .  The librarian in charge of our collection 
is Mrs . J. Radford . A free list of items in the collection can be obtained by sending 
an A4 size S . A. E .  to Mrs . Radford at the above address .  

The library is open from 9am. to  5pm . on weekdays and by prior arrangement from 9am . 
to lpm. on Saturdays . 

Material can be borrowed by post, members should enclose their membership card with 
the request and it will be returned with the item. You should make a note of the cost 
of postage when you receive the item and reimburse this to the library by enclosing the 
appropriate value of stamps on returning borrowed material . 

Remember that the library has a number of sections so identify you requests by 
specifically asking for the P. D . M . H . s .  Collection in the Local Studies Department . 

SecretarY-_'s�l\J_o_t_e_s 
DEMOCRACY OR NEPCJrISM? 

There have been several members recently who have raised the problems of voting 
for officers at the A . G . M .  

A few years ago there was no problem since it was difficult t o  get anyone at all 
to stand for election . We are now in the fortunate position of having a number of 
members willing to serve and this is very encouraging since new blood is always required 
on the Committee as well as the experience of longer standing members . This means that 
elections are necessary at the AGM and , as a result, some win and some must lose . We 
would ask those who have failed to be elected not to be discouraged and keep trying. 
A recent innovation was to have the proposer give a brief description of the candidate 
at the AGM so that members could judge each on their merits and not just vote for names 
known to them . 

This has been questioned in that it is possible that candidates with an eloquent 
proposer could get preference to others regardless of ability. Another proposal is to 
adopt postal voting or proxy voting but these are ruled out under the Company Acts, 
together with the fact that the closing date for proposals is only a month before the 
AGM and it would mean last minute notification of candidates . 

The problem has been fully discussed by the Committee and the following decisions 
have been made : -

a) Only members who attend the AGM are entitled to vote . 

b) Proposers must write out a curriculum vitae for their candidates, at the time of 
nomination, and thesP. will appf"ar in the agenda which will be handed out at the AGM . 
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As mentioned in the last News-letter ,  this issue is a new venture by which means 
we hope to  continue to give members a regular, albeit shorter, News-letter containing 
information, etc. with issues in January, April , and October. This issue , in July, 
will be expanded to form a magazine with articles by members on any subject and length. 
That is not to say that any article you send in may not appear in any other issue or 
even the Bulletin - so keep the stuff coming in. We would also like to know your 
comments about the new format , contents,  etc .  Compliments and brickbats - all are 
welcome. 

I am resigning as Secretary at the end of this year, mainly for domestic reasons 
but also because I believe J years are enough for any officer,  to prevent staleness 
creeping in. I would like to thank the many members who supported me during my term 
of office and made the job easier . So - we need a new Secretary - how about YOU? 

At the Extraordinary General Meeting on 12th April 1981 it was agreed to increase 
the rate of subscriptions - see details elsewhere. 

It was also agreed to introduce a new class of membership i. e. Family Membership. 
This will comprise husband and wife and any number of named children, under 18.  Only 
the husband and wife will be entitled to vote and only one set of publications will be 
issu�d: The. new class of membership will commence from lst . September 1981 , anyone 
requiring this should send details of names and dates of birth of children to be 
included in the membership. If you have any additions let the Secretary know! 

Convenor's Re12 ort 
1-'reservation Study Group - Convenor ' s  Report 

The last year has, perhaps , been less frantically active that the two previous , 
when STEP (Special Temporary Employment Project) allowed us to  carry out considerable 
physical work . We now too have the Museum available to  carry some of the preservation 
load, which is reported separately ·. 

Two sites, Cromford Sough Tail and Meerbrook Engine House have gone forward for 
schP.duling and listing respectively by the D of E - not directly by ourselves, but on 
our advice. Another score or so sites have been suggested as County or Peak Park 
' Treasures ' ,  which acts as an early warning of development, and gives a slight degree 
of protection. Jim Rieuwerts ,  Robin Hall ,  and myself are also currently engaged in 
revising and refining the list of Treasures within the area, which has built up over 
the years . Talks have also taken place over the possibility of interpreting and helping 
preserve the flues at Meerbrook Cupola . 

Access has been lost to two major systems , Magpie Sough, and part of Masson System -
the first is part due to unwise behaviour by a few cavers, the latter as a result of 
quarrying for fluorspar . We hope, however, to have ensured access to  Youds' Level for 
the future, by installing a manhole. 

A major piece of work got under way has been the camera-ready typesetting of hoger 
Flindall's Calendar of the Duchy of Lancaster Manuscripts relating to Lead Mining, at 
Chatsworth House. It will result in a massive book to  be produced under the auspices 
of the Derbyshire Record Series and ourselves , revealing the richness of this archive 
to general readership . In a lesser, but equally important way, the BSRA, as a result 
of �. B. Smith' s  goodwill , are making the BSA collections of photographs and other material 
available for copying : the first two volumes have just been placed with the Museum . 
They refer mainly to mines apd caves in the Castleton area . 

A number of other documents and books have either been placed in the Society 
Library , or the County Record Office, as a result of public-spirited donations . It 
hardly needs saying that archive survival and access are as importent as mine or artefact . 

We have also been consulted wider afield , and have advised on proposals for Nenthead , 
put forward by Mines Tours Ltd . , both directly to the Cumbria County Council , and via 
NAMHO, which we hope will lead  to  morP. sympathetic treatment of the site. 

Looking ahead a little, we want during the forthcoming year to bring a long-held 
dream to  fruition - the opening of the Temple Mine at Matlock Bath to visitors . 
Currently discussions are taking place with West Derbyshire District Council as both 
owners of the access , and as planning authority . 
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Finally, the Society has been commended by the Illustrated London News Archaeological 
Awards for its preservation of the Wills Founder Engine and Pumps, and for the Museum. 
If only words were money! 

Lynn Willies. 

Meets Reports, 
Mandale Mine, Saturday llth. April 1981. 

This well attended meet proved disappointingly short owing to the wet conditions 
prevailing inside the mine. The majority of the party, who were not 'geared up' for 
wet conditions, had to be content with a descent along the Incline 1°evel and a trip 
out along the Aqueduct Level. 

Three PDMHS members, however, ventured along the sough to ex1ilore accessible 
workings and report that the wate.1.: level had fallen considerably from the previous 
wePk when the mine had 'sumped'. 

The meet at Mandale followed an introductory talk and tour of the surface remains 
at Magpie. 

Many thanks to Steve Booth, for his valuable help. 

Ii.. Ludditt. 

Introductory Meets. 

This is a report of events to date. It is by no means comprehensive but simply 
aims to record some achievements plus, the more light-hearted and interesting moments 
of this new venture. 

It is now a little over a year since John Poulter and Adrian Pearce first put into 
motion a scheme whereby members, new m�mbers in particular, are given an opportunity 
to participate in underground exploration. 

Jugholes mine was paid an early visit because it was identified by the Hon. Secretary 
as a 'dry walk in mine'. Half the party was stung by wasps as they struggled through 
the muddy crawl (bunny hole size ) leading into the Adit: The Secretary did redeem him
self at a later stage however when he kept the parties attention from wandering whilst 
I wandered around looking for the 'way on'. Unlikely though this may seem, the trip 
was enjoyed by the 'survivors', as the mine has a series of caverns, a tub and rails, 
and makes for a testing scramble and 'through trip' for newcomers. 

Hillocks Mine proved to be another succes�.ful meet, with the party negotiating two 
short pitches by electron ladder - thus introducing beginners to the delights of vertical 
exploration. I remember, vividly, the lad whu decided to climb out the last few feet 
of the pitch hand-over-hand up the safety rO)Je: Also many thanks to Martin who sorts 
out tangles and rolls up electron ladders mo1e neatly than anyone else I have ever met: 

Nicker Grove Mine has also been paid a couple of visits with the 'through trip' -
there providing an interesting challenge. The Secretary once again revealing his wealth 
of experience when after demonstrating an abseil technique he stayed at the bottom of 
the pitch to 'guide the others' - apparently by smoke signals - whilst Steve Booth and 
I were forced to stay on the surface, in the pouring rain, to safety rope the party. 

Visits have also been paid to Holme Bank Chert Mine and Mandale. It is hoped to 
arrange future visits to O:iin, Knotlow, Mouldridge, Moorfurlong and others. Any members 
knowing of mines suitable for our purpose please contact the Secretary, John Poulter 
or myself. 

To sum up, I hope that everyone who attended has found something to enthuse about 
(some people did come back a second time: ) anu taken away with them an admiration for 
the 'Old Ma.n' and the competence to explore in safety. 

I leave you with a few lasting impressions. 

My foot on Steve Booth's wristwatch (and wrist: ) in Hillocks. 
How does John Poulter manage to fit his boot onto an electron ladder-rung? (Tardis? ) 
Adrian Pearce and myself digging out the collapsed adit entrance to Jugholes in a 
blizzard a.nd finding - mud! 

R. Ludditt. 
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Society Collection 
Society Collection - Missing Items: 

The following items are, at present, missing from the collection. Please check 
to see if you have inad.vertantly forgotten to return them - or, notify the Recorder, 
Geoff Rose, if you know of their whereabouts. Alternatively, if you have a spare copy 
of any of them Geoff would be pleased to receive it. 

A.17 
A.47 
B.J 
B.46 

B.48 

B.52 

B.lJl 
B· 142 
B.227 
c.47 
co.56 
C.?J 
c.84 
CN.16 
D.O. 6 

D.2J 
D.Jl 
D.J2 
D . .'.)4 

The Lyre (Orpheus Caving Club) No. J 1958-9 
Industrial Archaeology Vol.14 No.4 Winter 1979 
The Strangers Guide, by H. Moore. Derby, JJpp. 

Imp. Mineral Res. Blll'eau 1920-2J. The Mineral Industry of the British 
Empire & Foreign Countries (48 parts). War period 1913-1919 
The Drainin� of the Wirksworth Lead Mines, N. Kirkham. 
Miscellany \pp 1-18) 

Derbys. 

Lead Mine Soughs of Stoney Middleton, Eyam and Calver, N. Kirkham (19_51+) 
British Caver, 25, 64-79. 
Derbyshire Lead Mining tlµ'ough the centuries, N. Kirkham (1968) 
Lead Mining in the Peak District, Peak Park Planning Board. 
The Shropshire Lead Mines, F. Brook & M.Allbutt 
�lan of Veins below Eyam. 
Plan of Hucklow F.clge Vein showing Miners Engine, Dusty Pit Haycliffe. 
Institute of Geological Sciences. Geological Sheet SK 18 & part Sheet 17. 
Pasture Mine (Mandale Mine) M. Glead.on 1972 
Plan of Hurdle Steel Pipe 
With Speleologists in the Golconda. W.Puttrell. Sheffield Daily 
Telegraph. August 19th. 1910 
Magpie Mine; correspondence books and pumping record 1952/J 
Lathkill Dale Mines. Notice of Auction of Waterwheel, 1847. 
Lathkill Gifts (?). Page of documents concerning meers. 
An investigation of Dowsing, C.F. Burrows. (Physics project). 

New Members 

Mr. A.F. Head 
Mr. M.J. Heppenstall 
Mr. & Mrs. R.A. Marsh 
Mr. C.B. Willarize 
Mr. P.J. Conway 
Mr. J. Blyth 
Mr. S. Gee 
Mr. N. Hill 
Mr. M. Dudley 
Mr. & Mrs. G. Keeler 
Mr. & Mrs. D. Cambridge 
Mr. J. Hildebrand 
Mr. & Mrs. L. Allerton 

60 Bellhouse hd. , Firth Park, Sheffield. 
J4 Seagrave Ave., Gleadless, Sheffield. 
5 Brookside Glen, Chesterfield. 
120 Ridgway Rd., Luton, Beds. 
JO? Chesterfield hd. South, Mansfield, Notts. 
J4 Gowdray Ave., Colchester, Essex. 
26 Parsonage St., Heaton Norris, Stockport. 
lOJ Lincoln Rd., Branston, Lincoln. 
15 Haward.en Rd., Walthamstow, London El?. 
114 Ludlow Towers, Brinington, Stockport. 
25 Coronation Rd., Brimington, Chesterfield. 
15 Catcliffe Close, Bakewell, Derbys. 
61 Conway Towers, Brinington, Stockport. 
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Current Mining/Access  
MINERAL APPLICATIONS 

In March by  Dresser Minerals in respect of prospecting for vein minerals at 
Blakemoor and Leanlow, near Bonsal l .  Also for the mining of  fluorspar , barite and 
lead on the south side of Back Lane, Conksbury, near Youlgreave . 

In April, by C. A. Hodgkinson, in respect o f  continued mining of vein minerals at 
Shuttle Rake , Little Hucklow . 

. In February by D. Upton to remove mineral dumps from f ield No . 9444 off Conksbury 
Lane , Youlegreave . 

In February by George Arden to level dumps and extract vein minerals from field 
No. 1650 at Ashford. 

b Contractors Ltd. to carry on working vein minerals at 
e n  on. 

A recent application to opencast minerals in a lJ acre field near the junction of 
Horse Lane and the Chelmorton Road was turned down by the Peak Park Planning Board. 
The main reason was that the applicant, S. Arden , had not waited for permission but had 
gone ahead and commenced operations . When told to stop working, he apparently pressed 
ahead more rapidly and has dug out mineral to a depth of JOft. for the whole length of 
the field . 

Application by Deepwood Mining Co. Ltd. for permission to mine vein minerals at 
Kenslow near Middleton-by-Youlgreave . 

Dresser Minerals ' �lan to opencast at Willersley has been turned down by  Derbyshire 
County Council Planning Authority. They applied to opencast fluorspar at this site .  
The Company has warned that unless they can obtain sufficient supplies of the mineral , 
there is a possibility  that jobs will be lost at the processing plant and perhaps even 
a complete pull-out from Derbyshire. 

Dresser Minerals are making use of a planning permission , granted in 1951, to 
remove up to J0 ,000 tonnes of fluorspar and barite from old mine tips at Cambridge 
Wood, South Darley. These are on the site of the old Millclose Mine, near to Watts 
Engine Shaft. 

SPO Minerals Ltd. are hoping to get consent for a major opencast working on a 
182 acre site at · Middleton Moor. Forecasts are that the site could provide 200 ,00C 
tonnes of ore , 24% of the firm's needs over the next four years. The plan is to 
extract barite ,  fluorspar and lead over four years , with a one year restoration 
programme . 

SPO Minerals Ltd . have withdrawn their plans to opencast at }ort er Lane ,  Middleton -
by  - Wirksworth following protests from local s .  

Langley Barony Mine , Haydon Bridge 

Bathgate Minerals Co . Ltd. are intending to remove the old mine dumps for barite .  
Following representations from NAMHO, the y  have promised that workings will not 
interfere with the engine house and the portal of the Honeycrook Adit . 

Nenthead Interpretative Scheme, 

D.  Wilson of Mine Tours Ltd. has now received planning permission to open a mining 
interpretative centre at Nenthead. The permission allows him to conduct walking tours 
through Carrs Level and stipulates that he must start work on preserving the buildings 
of the Smelt Mill within two years. He must , however, submit further information on 
his plans for these before he starts work. 
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ACCESS 

Cumberland Cavern entrance has collapsed and is no longer accessible. The top and 
middle entrances of Devonshire Mine are grilled but the bottom entrance, opposite the 
garden of the last house, is open. 

Mouldridge Mine - please note that the landowner , Mr. Cooper of Mouldridge Grange, 
is quite prepared to allow people to cross his land to go down the mine but requests 
that they go to the farm first and ask permission . He will allow them to park at the 
farm and walk across to the mine. DO NOT park on the road by Pike Hall and walk up 
the dale by the wall. 

Rookery Mine - permission must first be obtained from Peak Park Planning Board , 
Aldern House, Baslow Road , Bakewell , Derbyshire (attention of Mr. P. Nixon) . 

Greenside Mine 

Cumbria Amenity Trust have pointed out that access to this mine, via the Glencoyne 
Level, is possible but that permission must be obtained first . This can be obtained 
by writing to Mr. ottway, Lake District Special Planning Board , Busher Walk, Kendal, 
Cumbria LA9 4RH. There are plans to install a gate on the level and the key will 
probably be kept in the nearby Youth Hostel . Remember what happened with Magpie 
Sough , do not enter without permission - thereby prejudicing future access. 
(NaJ'E - this mine has a ?OOft ladderway and should not be entered unless the explorers 
are experienced and fit ) .  

Please Note� 
Annual General Meeting of the Society. 

The Annual General Meeting of the Peak District Mines Historical Society Ltd . will 
be heldAin the ' Pump Room ' of the Museum,  Matlock Bath on Saturday, December 5th. 1981, 
commencing at 5;oopm. 

Society Dinner 
The Societ Dinner this year will be at The Fishponds Hotel ( opposite the Museum 

and Car Parks , Matlock Bath following the Annual General Meeting. 

Please assemble in the Bar of the Fishponds at6.45pm for Dinner at 7.00pm. 

Prawn Cocktail . 

Soup of the Day . 

Turkey - Stuffing - Cranberry Sauce . 
Chef' s Selection of Vegetables. 

Sherry Trifle/Cheese & Biscuits. 
Coffee. 

Guest Speaker: Dr. A . C .  Waltham. Tony will be showing slides and recounting some of 
his adventures and experiences whilst leading the caving section of the I. G .S  sponsored 
expedition to  Borneo. 

JlICE: At the time of publication (June ) ,  it was impossible for the proprietor of the 
Fishponds to give a definite price for December - the usual eAcuses applied, inflation , 
escalating food costs etc .  However the price should Nor be more than £6 . 00 per head. 
We estimate between £5.50 and £6. 00. 

Should any members wish to book places for the dinner before the issue of the next 
News-letter (by then we shall know the exact price) will they please assume the price to 
be £6 . 00 per head. Any monies overpaid will be refunded and returned to members along with 
their membership cards .  
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Letters 

A Mineral Collector Replies . 

I wish to thank the Editor for allowing me space to bring to the attention of 
fellow members the problems facing responsible collectors in the field and to answer 
some of the points made in an art icle published in the P. D . M . H . S  August News-letter . 

According to a " Gems" survey there are ov8r one hundred established clubs concerned 
with the hobby of rocks , minerals , fossils etc . and if you were to add museums , 
Universitie s ,  underground groups (caves and mining ) and historical societies , the 
number of people involved runs to many thousrutd s .  By comparison, the numbers of 
mineral collectors are quite small and ' the unruly element ' - the cowboys - are 
negligible .  Probab ly less than fifty or so in the United King'dom. It is also fair 
to say that clubs and individual collectors are not always aware of the consequences 
of their collect ing in the field, even though they have sought permission for access 
and abided by an understood code of conduct . 

There are several types of mineral collectors , the bulk of whom are either occasional 
or casual collectors . Their activities are usually confined to above ground sites and 
they will go on organised field trips once or twice a year. They can be very much a 
problem as they tend to hit sites in large numbers and , through lack of experience , 
damage opportunities for others - Heights Quarry for example .  Coupled with the casual/ 
occasional collector is the arm-chair specie . He obtains specimens from dealers and 
other collectors by paying cash and in monetary terms this is a very cost effective 
way of building up a collection. He usually requires showy, aesthetically pleasing 
items of cabinet size (Z" - 411 ) which tend to come mainly from outside the United 
Kingdom . 

The serious (field ) colle ctor probably numbers less than two hundred and can range 
from act ive t o  hyper-active . He is very knowledgable of minerals , and quite secretive 
about locat ions . He usually operates in small groups of two to four people on field
trips , and is always seeking new sources of specimens. I doubt if there is more than 
fifty serious collectors who go underground solely to collP.ct specimens . This type of 
coll ector graduates to the advanced collector where he becomes more select ive of field
trips , speciali zing in certain localities or mineral types , and acquiring specimens by 
exc hanging or purchasing. 

The value of any specimen is dependent on its size , quality, the quantity available ,  
and whether somebody will part with the neces sary pound notes for it : There is a 
worldwide demand for high quality classic Unhed Kingdom specimens . e . g  F'luorit e ,  which 
if available in sufficient quant ities would vi:·ovide a reasonable living for some people . 
This contrasts with the Smallcleugh situation . It was erroneously bel ieved that because 
an abundance of high quality Sphal erite specimens were available from the Hydraulic 
Shaft area that someone was making a fortune . £20 a specimen multiplied by the thousands 
'in situ' - you don ' t  need a calculator t o  work out that someone could become rich - to 
hell with preservation and other collectors: 

Fact of the rna.tter is that apart from the initial sales made in the early sevent ie s ,  
there i s  now sufficient stock ' in the trade ' ,  both home and abroad , to meet demands for 
years to come . I ' m  reminded of a story whereby a salesman , driving along a road, sees 
an urchin of a boy holding a placard with "Dog for Sale - £20 , 000" written on it . Tied 
up with a piece of string to a stake , was the mangiest cur imaginable . The salesman 
st opped , not believing his eyes. " I  will not accept less than £20 , 000 for my dog" , the 
boy exclaimed. The salesman, shaking his he�i in bewilderment , went his way. Returning 
by the same route later in the day , the salesman was amazed to see the boy with a new 
s ign saying "Dog Sold" . Astounded he pulled up. "Did you get £2U , OOO for your dog?" 
"Yes" , the boy replied . 
"W hat , £20 , 000 in money" ? 
"Wel l ,  not exactly , -" the boy answered , l o oking the salesman in the eyes he said , " I  
swopped him for two £10 , 000 cats : 11 : 

Mar�e t  forces will prevail and I suspect that the number of cowboys will increase 
proportionately to the number of restricted site s .  

The main problem of any collector i s  what t o  d o  with surplus specimens - collecting 
l e ss is not the answer. Most collectors are concerned with quality and will collect 
several specimens which then need to be examined in better surroundings than deep under
ground or on a bleak moor. He will probably only require one or two examples for his 
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collection but will find he has several spare . Unable to exchange with his regular 
colle cting pals - they have similar material - his only course is to give them away 
or to sell them to the trade or other collectors . Admittedly he could exchanger them 
with other collectors up and down the country , but contact is poor, quality varies , 
and increased costs are involved . Normally he will sell to whoever and spend that money 
on specimens he is unable to collect himself. To give you some idea of the scale 
involved , I am rated as a semi-dealer and this year would have sold ab out £J50 of speci
mens - approximately £50 own collected and the rest from foreign specimens bought whole
sale . Virtually all these ' ill-gotten ' gains have been spent on buying foreign specimens . 
In add ition I have spent around £1 , 000 on fieJ.d-trips etc. in the United Kingdom this 
year. Hard ly a profitable exercise ! 

The cowboys are so1 ely money motivated and are not adverse to using compressors , 
drills , explosives, to gain access to working mines , and destroying sit e s .  These 
cowboys are not always British but include a number of Europeans spending a fortnight 
here , working sites . 

The vast majority of collectors are responsible people, seeking permission where
ever possible , leaving sites as they found them and use acceptable methods of collecting 
viz . 2/4lb club hammer and cold chise l s .  They are completely opposed to the use of 
explosives and heavy equipment whatever the situation, preferring to leave specimens 
' in situ' rather than damaging them or their surroundings .  

As a possible step for res olving these problems I suggest the following be adopted : -
1 )  Risk S ites : For NAMHO to produce a list of sites which are o f  concern , giving brief 

details of why it should be ' out of bounds ' to mineral collectors . 
e . g . a current project 

subject to research 
owner pacification 

In add ition the collectors should produce a list of sites which they cons ider should 
have restricted access. 

z )  Voluntary Agreements : These listed sites should then be ratified by representative 
people and then circulated as widely as possible . In add ition to seek agreement 
with the trade , not to handle any material from these sites. 

J) Nati onal Association : This to be set up on behalf of serious mineral collectors 
and to have a defined code of conduct . For obvious reasons , potential members 
would be screened so that those who join can contribute to the hobby as a whole . 

In the beginning there were minerals , then there were mines . To separate the two 
by lack of trust will only lead to alienation and the proliferat ion of the cowboy 
element. For better the distinct part s work together for 1he c ommon good . 

R .  Neal. 

Dear Editor, 

In answer to your request for copy for the News-letter in the April issue , I 
thought you might be interested in the following informat ion. 

Whilst on holiday in Cornwall last summer with fellow trogs and a copy of the 
Good Beer Guide , we came across the ' Queen ' s  Head ' at Albast on. 

The pub is located in the middle of Albaston village (GR SX423704) - just off 
the AJ90 near Gunnislake. For railway buffs , it is within walking distance of the 
picturesque branch line from Plymouth to Gunnislake. 

The landlord , Fred May , formerly worked in the local quarries and maintains a 
good collection of mineral specimens in the public bar. He ' s  also a mine of infor
mat ion (pardon the pun ! ) on Cornish Mining and its customs . He entertained us with 
his anecdotes and even handed over free samples of local ars enical pyrites ! All 
this , and washed down with a few excellent pints of Courage Director ' s  bitter - hand
pumped naturall y .  

If any other members are holidaying in Devon or Cornwall t h i s  summer , they may 
find a drink in this pub a rewarding experience . (Try and imagine the ' Pig of Lead ' 
with really good beer! ) .  

Gary Boothroyd . 
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N.A.M.H.O. 

NAMHO NaI'ES 

At the AGM in April , the following 

D. Carlisle (Earby M.R . G. ) 
P. Jackson (Alston Moor M.R . G. ) 
M. Gill (Northern Mine R . G. )  
I .  Brown (Shropshire M. C . ) 

were elected to serve as officers for 1981/82 . 

(Chairman) 
(Dep. Chairman) 
(Secretary) 
(Treasurer) 

There are now 16 club members and 7 museum members , if you need information on other 
areas , etc . contact the Secretary who will put you in touch with the appropriate NAMHO 
representative . 

It has been of increasing concern to a number of people that some mineral collectors 
have been acting irresponsibly underground and are either prejudicing access or damaging 
important features .  NAMHO recently met with representatives from a number of mineral 
collecting clubs , who are forming their 0wn national association. A code of conduct was 
agreed which appears below, members who collect minerals are urged to observe it and to 
bring it to the attention of those who are outside of any club structure . 

CODE OF PRACTICE FOR COLLECTING AT MINE SITES . 

Surface 

1 .  Never visit a site without the land/mine owner ' s  permission. If refused , withdraw 
politely so that future access negotiations are not prejudiced . 

2 .  Follow the rules of the Countryside Code at all times. 

J .  Do not interfere with or endanger buildings , machinery or artefacts on sites . 
These are of interest to archaeologists.  

4.  Ensure dump materials are not scattered onto adjacent land . 

5 .  Do not hammer outcrops indiscriminately. 

6 .  Watch out for unprotected shafts and open stopes .  D o  not allow children and dogs 
to wander about unsupervised . 

Underground 

1 .  Learn and obey the rules of safe survival underground . If in doubt join a society. 

2 .  Never break into a mine . Always securely replace gates or cappings . 

J .  Three is  the minimum safe number for an underground party, two of  whom should be 
experienced and the third sufficiently responsible to be left with a casualty. All 
must be properly eQuipped with helmets , spare lamps , warm clothing and sound footwear. 
Leave word of your plans for the day at the surface with a responsible person and 
adhere to these plans . 

4.  Use hand tools only. In particular never use explosives .  

5 . Do not interfere with stacked rock ( whether in roof or walls ) ,  roof supports,  pillars 
and other features in a mine , for safety reasons and because much of this is of 
interest to archaeologists.  

6 .  Collect enough specimens for your own needs only. Never collect for commercial gain. 
7 . Do not destroy mine ' scenery ' by hammering at materials which will be irreparably 
damaged in so doing. Such mineralisation should be left 'in situ' for future generations 
to enjoy. 
8. Never collect from sites of special scientific or archaeological interest . 
9. Never disturb the flora or fauna of a mine unnecessarily. 
10. At the end of the day, take all your litter home and leave no graffiti. 
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Tu summarise the above , the main reasons for losing access t o  mines are : 

Poor public relations . 
Landowners liability. 
Collecting for commercial gain . 
Use of explosives .  
Illicit entry. 

Access and Liability 
You will probably be aware that one of the growing problems causing loss of access 

is where landowners feel liable in case of any accident underground . NAMHO is trying 
( in conjunction with other groups such as NCA and CCPR) to get the law on liability 
changed or, at least , clarified s o  that explorers can take on liability if they go 
underground . At a recent NAMHO meeting, it was felt that lobbying MP ' s  might help get 
some action on this . If any member would like to write to their MP on the following 
lines this will help the campaign. Should the MP write back for further details , refer 
them to the Secretary of NAMHO - Mike Gill , 38 Main Street ; Sutton-in-Craven, Keithley, 
Yorks BD20 ?HD . All Societies are circulating this request. 

"Dear Sir ,  

You are my Member of Parliament . 

I am a member of a mining history society which is in turn represented by the 
National Association of Mining History Organisations . Such societies carry out practical 
and literary research into the history of British Mining. On many occasions, information 
gleaned by our members has been used by mining companies in feasability studies concerning 
mineral working or re-working- in the British Isles. 

It is increasingly common for landowners to feel that they are unable to allow society 
members to perform field studies because of Legislation which defines landowners ' liability. 
Such legislation includes the Health & Safety at Work and Mines & Quarries Acts . 

It is the Association ' s  belief that the authors of such Acts did not envisage 
recreational activities falling within the scope of such legislation. It is our further 
belief that members of a responsible organisation should be allowed to assume full 
liability for their actions in active research. 

We therefore seek clarification or amendments to the relevant legislation in order 
that the liability can be transferred from the landowner to the mining historian . In 
realisation that liability will always exist , the Association has arranged Third Party 
Liability Insurance for all its members in case of damage or injury whilst engaged in 
our activities . 

I would respectfully ask you t o  bring my remarks to the attention of the Lord 
Chancellor ' s  Office in order that the problem can be alleviated" 

Miscellany 
Discoveries at Alderley Edge 

Derbyshire Caving Club have been digging for some time in their Wood Mine and have 
now discovered a great deal of extra workings . They have opened a new shaft and it will 
soon be possible to go from Wood Mine through the Brindlow Dale mines to Engine Vein 
and the Hough. The new extensions have yet to be surveyed but it is estimated that some 
extra two miles will be added to the system. They have already found the two boats 
'Wicked Winnie ' Nos . 1 and 2 which were dragged in there in the early 19J O ' s  and also 
a raft which may have been used , by the miners. There are problems with water and the 
new series is flooded in wet weather. 

NATIONAL CAVING ASSOCIATION 

At the Annual General Meeting, held on 2lst March at Matlock , the following officers 
were elected : 

Chairman 
Secretary 
Treasurer 

Fred Davies 
Rick Halliwell 
Alan Rogers 
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Show Mines 1981 

The following list of mines (and caves from which mineral has been extracted by 
miners for commercial use) accessible to the public on a fee paying basis has been 
prepared by Dr. I.J. Brown. The list does not include sites at present being 
developed, mines where only surface structures are accessible or mining museums on 
non-mining sites. 

Dr. Brown is hoping to prepare a guide book on mining and quarrying museums. 
He would be pleased to hear of any show mines omitted from this list and to receive 
recent issues of publicity information from the mines listed. His address is : 
95 Manygates Lane, Sandal, Wakefield, West Yorkshire WF'2 7DL. 

Coal & Clay Mines. 
Chatterley Whitfield, Tunstall , Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs - access by conventional cage 
and shaft , 700 feet underground. Lamps, helmets provided. 
Tar Tunnel, Ironbridge, Salop. 
Beamish Open Air Museum, Stanley, Co. Durham. The Mahogany Drift - typical 111-'illar 
and Stall" workings. 
Big Fit , Blaenafon shaft mine, possibly opening 1981. 
Lead 
Bagshaw Caverns ) 
Fern Caverns ) 
Great Masson Caverns ) Matlock area of Derbyshire. 
Great Rutland Caverns ) 
Royal Mine ) 
Speedwell Cavern - one mile out of Castelton , Derbyshire (access by canal boat). 
Treak Cliff - half mile out of Castelton , Derbyshire. 
Good Luck Mine, near Cromford , Derbyshire - overalls and helmets and lamps provided, 
apply to R. Amner, 58 I<'oljambe Avenue , Walton, Chesterfield. Tel : 72375. Open to 
visitors on the first Sunday of each month, throughout the year. 
Llywern·og - about 8 miles east of Aberystwyth. 
Wanl ockhead, Dumfriesshire , Loch Nell Level - open Easter onwards including Sunday 
afternoons (July and August). 
Flu ors par 
Blue John Mines , Castleton, Derbyshire. 
Tin and Copper 
The George and Charlotte Mine , Tavistock , Devon - access by narrow gauge railway. 
Wheal Roots, Poldark Mining Co . Ltd. Wendron, Helston , Cornwall - helmets provided. 
Iron Ore 
Clearwell Caves, near Coleford, Glos. Ancient iron mines - closed Saturdays and Mondays 
(except Bank Holidays). 

Fl int and Chalk 
Grimes Graves, Brandon , Norfolk - access by ladderway. 
Chislehurst Caves, Kent. 
Margate , Kent. 
West Wycombe, Bucks. 
Slate 
Llechwedd, Blaenau l''festiniog, Gwynedd - access by narrow gauge railway or by steepest 
underground passenger railway in Britain. 
Gloddfau Ganol Slate Mines, Blaenau I<'festiniog. 
Llanfair, Harlech. 
Glyn Ceiriog, Clwyd. 
Carnglaze, ·Cornwall. 
Sand and Sandstone 
hedcliffe, Bristol. 
St. Clement ' s ,  Sussex. 

Building Stone 
Tilly Whim Caves, Swanage , Dorset. 
hoyston , Herts. 
Limestone and Chert 
Dudl ey ,  West Midlands. 
Grange, Holway, Clwyd . 
Holme Bank Chert Mine , Bakewell ,  Derbyshire - helmets and lamps provided. 
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GEOPLCJr SERVICES . 

Reproduction of Plans from the Society ' s  Library Collection. 

Plans from the Collection are currently being traced and die-line copies are 
available to members . 

Initially it was decided to copy old and fragile plans to save them from further 
handling and damage . The scheme is being extended to include all plans stored as rolls 
and it is hoped eventually to copy most of the Collection. 

The Society wishes to extend the Collection. Any members having plans which they 
are willing to have included both in the Col� ection and in this Reproduction Service 
are urged to contact the hecorder or myself . W e  are interested in anything from 
historical plans right up to members ' own manuscript s .  In fact it ' s  quite a good way 
of getting your pencil scrawls drawn up neatly and FFtEE OF CHARGE! Any plans will be 
safely l ooked after and dealt with as quickly as possible. 

The following plans are currently available . Yrice is £1 each, including postage ; 
the copies are sent folded . 

C . l  
C . J  

C . 10 

C . 11 

c . 21 
c . 22 
C . 2'3 
co.25 
co. 26 
C . 29 
C .  JO 

C . '35 
C . J7 

c . 4o 

co. 41 
c . 42 
c . 44 
c . 49 
c . 60 
c . 61 
c . 65 
c .  71 
C . 74 
C . 75 
C . 75 
c. 85 

C . 94 
C . 95 
C . 96 
C . 97 
C . 98 
C . 128 
C . 129 
c . 130 
C . 1J2 
C. lJJ 
c . 153 
c . 158 
c . 159 
c . 163 
C . N . 4  
C . N . 9 
CN. 17 

Plan of rakes and veins , Dean Hollow, Gromford . 1 : 2500 
Plan of Mines and Veins of lead ore in possession of Plackett Partners , 1766 
by John Nuttall.  25" to 1 mile. 
Plan of Shropshire Mining District showing positions of Boman Gravels Mine 
and R oman B oundary Mines , circa 185u . 
Section of Roman Vein showing workings in Roman Gravels Mine and proposed 
shaft in Roman Boundary Mine , Shropshire. 
Plan of Cromford Moor Sough . 
(�C . N . 7 ) Plan of princ ipal Mines under trial in High Peak, 1842 . 
Plan & Section of Ashley Hay Shaft . 
Map of Castleton Enclosures , 1691. 
Another - Map of Castleton Enclosures , 1691 . 
Plan of Mogshaw Consol idated Title. 
Plan of Veins from Cliffe Stile & Moorwood Sough over the fields to Middleton 
Dale , 1863. 
Geological Map of Eyam District - Shirley & Horsfield . 
.Plan of l'rincipal Veins and Soughs in Haddon , Hartle, Youlgreave , Stanton 
Libert ies , by J ohn Nuttall , 1768. 
Plan by Ecton C o .  showing Water Bank , Clayton Shaft , Deep Ecton , Salts Leve l ,  
etc . , 1889 with notes by Ferguson and Ford. 
Plan of surface builulngs at Magpie Mine 1966. 
Flan of Bagshawe Cavern , after J. Porter, 1902 . 
19th. Century P1an of Beech Grove Vein. 
Plan of Mawstone Mine , Youlgreave . 
Plan of Magpie , Great Red Soil & Shuttle Bar Veins. 50 • to l" . 
Section of Magpie Mine . 50 ' to l" . 
Plan of Lathkill Dale showing position of Mines , 1959 , 
Plan and Section of the Alderley Edge Mines . 
Plan of Minerva Ganister Mine , Ecclesfield, 1911. l" to 1 chain. 
Plan of Glossop Vale Canister Mine , Chisworth ,  Derbys 191 J .  
Plan of Minerva Canister Mine, Ecclesfield , 191J. 

' 

(=C . 46) Plan of the Veins below Eya.m showing the line of Sough necessary to 
drain them. 
Plan of Alabaster Sough by Isaac �rince Jnr . 
Section showing Meerbrook & Cromford Sough 18�1. 
Plan showing ownership of Masson Hill , Matiock-; Feb. 1978 . 
Plan of Smallcleugh Mine , Nenthead. 
Plan of Brownley Hill Mine , Alston Moor. 
Sect �on o� Cromford S ough-Meerbrook Sough Complex , l8J8. 
Section of Meerbrook Sough by Francis Forster, 184J. 
Plan of Stoke Sough, Shaw Engine and Lady Wash by John Nuttall 1770. 
Plan of Longstone Edge Area Part 1 ,  1966. 

' 

Plan of Longstone Edge Area Part 2 ,  1966. 
Plan and Sec�ions of Eldon Hole ,  feak Forest , 1964. 
Plan of Magpie & Trueblue Mines by Edmund Spargo & Sons , 1911 . 
Plan and elevation of New Oxlow Cavern , Castlet on , 1964. 
Plan and Section of October Aven,  Giants Hol e ,  Castleton 1 96 7 .  
Plan of Hazard Mine , 18J7. 

' 

Plan of Millclose Works on Cowley Knowle, 1758 (Raistrick Ms . ) . 
Section of Mandale Mine, not dated . 
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Mining for Oil 

With the rapid depletion of the world ' s  oil reserves new areas for exploitation 
are constantly being s ought . Hand in hand with exploration , new technology in oil 
recovery is also being utilised. One of the latest technique s ,  in Colorad o ,  USA, is -
mining for oil : 

In order that Colorado ' s  huge oil shale deposits may be tapped , Occidental Petroleum 
and its partner Tenneco, are excavating the world ' s  most unusual underground mine . 
When production starts ,  about 1985, it will extract oil from ' ore t still deep beneath 
the surface - a sharp contrast to normal oil shale operations which process the mined 
rock in surface plants with the resultant spoil heaps , infrastructure of distillation 
retort s ,  etc . 

Beneath skyscraper head.frames ,  that hold ventilators and cage hoists , huge shafts 
are sunk some lJOOft . to penetrate the oil shales. The cages , capable of lowering 250 
miners at a time , also funnel down equipment , including trucks of such capacity that 
they must be lowered in sections , then re-assembled underground . 

At the lOOOft . level the miners excavate miles of horizontal levels , all the ore 
being sent to the surface for future treatment , from which they then c onstruct a 
honey-comb of chambers known as ' retorts � .  Each retort being some JOOft . deep and half
an- acre in size . Working from levels at llJOft. and the bottom level the retorts are 
drilled through to the upper level and explosives packed into the drill holes. 

On detonation the fractured oil shales expand and fill the cavit ies , a process 
called ' rubbling ' .  

With the retort a column of rubble , pipes are inserted at the top. These deliver 
diesel fuel to ignite the ore , air to aid combustion , and steam to c ontrol the rate 
of burn . When the fuel is ignited it heats the surrounding ore to about 900 degrees F .  

The heat drives oil from the rubble , leaving a carbon residue that sustains the fire . 
As the burn smoulders down through the ret ort , the retreat ing oil migrates t o  the bottom 
of the retort . There it gathers in a collecting level and is pumped t o  the surface 
fur treatment . 

A retort burns out in about JOO days and will produce some 175 , 000 barrels of oil 
( a barrel � 45 gallons ) . It is estimated that sixty such retorts burning s imultaneously, 
( along with a processing plant ) , will yield 95 , 000 barrels a day . 

The problem of ground-water being polluted , as it percolates through the burnt out 
retort , will hopefully be s olved by high pressure ' grouting ' .  

LONG DURATION CAVING LAMP 

Jim Kinsman has recently described a home-made caving lamp in the DCA News-letter. 
He claims that it gives l ight for a considerable number of hours longer than the normal 
rechargeable lamp ( however - how waterproof it is is not known ) . 

Use a Nife Cell case with an Oldham headpiece , the bulbs are two J . 5v O . JA run off 
4 . 5v to give a brighter light although the bulb life is reduced. He recommends RP2 
batteries or Tandy triple life or Duracell. 

Take the springs from the bottom of three torches Of u 2  size and force them into the 
bottom of the Nife cell cas e .  9 batteries are then placed into the case and suitable 
spacers of perspex are inserted to take up the excess spaces ,  the cells MUST be a loose 
fit . 

The Nife cell lid is modified by taking out the contact strip and using it as a 
drilling jig for a new perspex piece . The new piece has a brass strip the full length 
of the perspex which makes contact with the three batteries (top) at the same time . 
One wire from the headpiece is connected t o  the brass strip, the other is earthed to the 
lid , the circuit being completed through the metal case. 
WARNING - check polarity, as a wrong connection can cause a short circuit between the 
case and the charging stud on the headpiece . 

Gold miners in a particularly cold and inhospitable corner of the USSR have been 
given a new incentive to produce more ore. Over the past two years they have been 
offered cash inducements . In the North Eastern regions 7Cffo and in one area lOCJ,% 
more than miners in the rest of the country has been paid . 

At one stage , so desperate were authorities to reach their targets of production 
that they set aside 2J new cars for those happy miners who hit the deadline s .  

A new car in Russia costs about J years salary for the average Soviet miner: 
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MANX MINING MARATHON 
It is proposed to organise an ' event ' in the Isle of Man during Summer 1982, the 

purpose of which is :-

a) To acquaint members of the Society with a new mining area, since only a few have so 
far visited the island 

b)  To acquaint other people,  both residents and visitors to the Isle of Man, of the 
mining history of the island . 

c )  To create some form of record of the Manx mines e . g. location, plans, accessibility , 
history and recent exploration , 

d )  To provide a sound footing for the continuance of the Manx Mines Research Group . 
This group was once fairly active but unfortunately disbanded some years ago . There is 
a small nucleus of people keen to reactivate it and it is hoped that the event will 
stimulate interest locally. 

One of the prime features of the Marathon would be to take the man-riding winch to 
the island and provide trips down the J60ft . Agneash Shaft of the Great Laxey Mine , which 
gives access to about a mile of the original ' Horse Level ' .  Whilst available , the winch 
could also be used to investigate a numb�r of other shafts , especially in the Foxdale 
area. It is also hoped that a small exhibition of mining history could be staged in 
Laxey Glen Gardens . 

The Marathon would be based in Laxey , one of the originaJ_ mining centres of the 
island and the one offering the best present day facilities. There is a good camp site 
and other accommodation is easily obtained in the area , although the size of the island 
(JO miles from end to end) means that nowhere is really far away . There are plenty of 
beaches,  etc . for children or aching mine explorers ' bodies so it can be made into a 
family holiday also .  

It is suggested that the Marathon be spread over a two week period in July 1982, with 
the most important events concentrated on the middle weekend . This would enable those 
people who could not make it for the whole fortnight to come across for the weekend, or 
come on a cheap mid-week return on the ferry (Thursday to Tuesday) .  For the remainder 
of the time , mining events such as trips down other mines would not be organised for 
every day unless specifically requested , to enable people to get around and sample some 
of the other attractions of the island . One such attraction is the more relaxed 
licensing hours of the local hostelries ! 

More details will be announced nearer the date but any queries _  will be answered by 
Andy Gillings , who will be org9nising the PD�IBS side. His address is : 8 Bernard Avenue , 
Hucknall ,  Nottingham NG15 8DH lS . A . E .  please ) or telephone Nottingham 6J:f+97 .  

The Rio Tinto Mines 

Few mining names are as famous as Rio Tinto. In Roman and Pre-homan times they 
were the most important copper mines in the world , and regained their title in the 
late 19th century when the now world famous company took them over. The story of this 

· company in Spain has been told by David Avery in his splendidly titled "Not on Qu5en 
Victoria' s  Birthday" , (Collins 1974) , but despite this very little indeed is known of 
mining techniques used . At the present time hio Tinto Zinc are developing the hugest 
of open pits there , which of course is totally destroying most previous work , and are 
in return funding limited archaeological work ahead of excavation. Four of us are due 
to join this effort in July in an endeavour to discover the extent of homan and Prt,-homan 
workings still open, and also investigate the more recent but also fast disappearing 
late 19th. century and 20th century surface remains. Hopefully others who are interested 
may be able to follow in future years . 

Lynn Willies .  

More Lead Pigs! 
A further 96 pigs , recovered from shallow water in the Solent , and probably of late 

17th . century age are to be examined in order both to learn more about pigs , and to 
possibly discover their origin. 

Lynn Willies. 
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Go West Young Man - Easter 1981 Version! 

The Venue : North Wales. 

The Party : Adrian & Margot Pearce , Chris & Shirley Moffit (each with offspring) 
Bob & Anne Ludditt , Steve & Ann Booth . 

Thursday before Easter : Prepare for Hon Sec ' s .  trip . Check all gear . fack Wetsuits ,  
pack everything! Ady ' s  leading! Arrive Forestry Commission carnpsite , Beddgellert . 
First there - two hours pass,  no-one else arrives . Is this correct site? Bob and 
Ann arrive . Chris , Shirley and Margot arrive - no Ady. Tents erected ( including Pearce ' s  
portable palace ) . Enter Ady. How does he manage t o  time so the work ' s  done . Evening 
spent in pub . 

Sunny day and Ady arrives in shorts (Ugh! ) . 1roposes 
Hike for what seems like miles . No mine in sight . 

then off to pub . 

Friday : Late start as normal . 
walk to Britannia Copper Mine . 
Abandon and return to carnp. Tea 

Saturday : Pack cars for trip to St . David ' s  Gold Mine and Clogau Mine . Short drive 
ending in hill about 1 in 4, one vehicle width. Arrive at mine - no Ady ! Bob and Steve 
reverse route and find }earce ' s  pedal car parked in a roadside bush. Engine Kaput -
vapour lock suspected . Reverse to foot of hill . Ady applies first aid to ailing Metro 
by sucking petrol through. We now have a 98 octane Hon. Sec . I offer him a cigarette ! 

Eventually descend mine . Easy walk through with evidence of recent working. T ' Old 
man ' s  Honda generator, etc. slowly rusting away . Meet �arty with torches and no head
gear '. Ady ascends steep rift to possible higher level . Claims it goes . We throw him 
a rope , he refuses to use it to our best advantage (despite the noose ) . Steve and Bob 
ascend . The level is blind and angled at nearly vertical . Ady uses the rope for descent 
and sets up camera . Steve a,nd Bob descend , having to pause for "action µictures" while 
hanging onto rope . Chris has wisely disappeared . Clogau given a miss . Return to cam�
site and go in search of fish and chips . Guess who wanted them: 

Sunday : Drive to Pare Mine. �'ind whole area cordoned off because of high fire risk. 
Select Cwm Orthin Slate Mine as alternative . Why are mines always at the top of mountains? 
Enter mine through high level adit , short walk to large chamber . All levels blind. Way 
on appears to be down incline . Descend incl ine to second level . Chris and Bob abseil 
down to next level . Ady sets up carnera, the two Anns ' assist (they Flashed for him) . 
Way on located b� me and party reassembles . lollow level to underground construction 
(winding house ? ) . More pictures .  Explore more levels . More evidence of recent works . 
More pictures . Second building found . More pictures .  Hope the lens-cap was off Ady . 
Chris and Steve find an unusual ladderway . Iron pegs driven into the rock with timber 
set across for steps . Descend and cross ir1to incline . j:,eturn up 

·
incline to rest of 

party . Rest decide they also want to descend , so go down incline and ascend ladderway 
for a change . Plenty more to see but as way out has been located decide to return an 
another day . 

Monday : Time to go for the Luddi tts and Boothl'> . The Moffits and fearces decide to 
stay another day. 
I wonder what we would do at Easter without Mr . fearce . Answers please on a postcard . 
Steve Booth . 

NPws-letter Photocomp 

The winner of our first ever photocomp is Barrie MacDonald of LeicPster. Barrie ' s  
photographs , and his item on Cwmystwyth Mine , are reproduced in this edition. 

Your response to the pl ea for photographic entries was most encouraging - so much 
so we have now decided to present a special ' mystery prize ' (no, not a years subscription 
to Readers Digest ) to the winner of each photocomp. 

Barrie ' s  prize , and all future photocomp prizes , will be presented at the Annual 
Dinner (that ' s  one way to sell one or two tickets ! ) . 

Remember we don ' t  judge your photographs for artistic ability, composition ,  the 
subtle use of lighting techniques or the canny use of filters - all we are l ooking for is 
a good sharp, interesting photograph which is suitable for reproduction. 

S o ,  you don ' t  have to be the owner of the latest mechanised , tran8istorised , fully 
computer operated technical miracle from tt.e land of Nippon - your Granny ' s  old Box Brownie 
may be suitable . 

Come on - let ' s  have your entries for the next photocomp NOW . 



Extract from West Cornwall Times - 27th. March 1981 . 

"Plans to re-open four disused mines in the Callington-Gunnislake area were 
submitted to Caradon District Council this week by a new company . 

Brampton Resources Ltd . is seeking permission to prospect for tin, tungsten and 
copper at the old Prince of Wales ,  Harrowbarrow , Hingston Down and East Kit Hill mines . 
If permission is granted , it is expected that some 6 to 8 men would be employed by 
the company . If fullscale mining operations become a viable proposition then between 
200-JOO people might be employed , said a company spokesman . He said that mining 
activities would in fact concentrate on two main areas , the smaller area being around 
Sevenstones where it was planned to make investigations into the old East Kit Hill mine . 
The second , larger operation, would be in the Prince of Wales area where an old adit 
into Harrowbarrow min€ would be cleared out and opened up. From these old workings it 
was intended to make a new adit or passage to connect the b::ince of Wales and Hingston 
Down mines .  The adit would . be 200ft . below ground level at Prince of Wales mine 
obtaining a depth of more that 500ft . when it reached Hingston Down . 

Copper mining in the Harrowbarrow and Kit Hill area was at its peak in the latter 
half of the last century - though now only the ruined engine houses and overgrown tips 
can be seen . At the Prince of Wales mine in Harrowbarrow over 10 , 000 tons of copper 
ore was taken out between 1865 and 1908. At Hingston Down Consols 64 ,440 tons were 
removed in the years 1850 to 1882 . Copper was one of the main ores that the miners 
were after , although in the same areas tin was mined at Drakewalls . The mining history 
in this part of the world virtually died at the turn of the century" . 

" A tungsten deposit in Devon is likely to be brought back to life as a commercial 
mining proposition. The Chairman of the Bermuda �·egistered Hemerdon Mining and Smelting 
Co .  said yesterday that the proposed open pit mine at Hemerdon Ball on the edge of Dart
moor could supply Britain ' s  needs for tungsten - used to harden steel- for 19 years 
and still have available a surplus for export . The company is partnered at Hamerdon 
by Amax . Studies by them indicate a commercial find of J8 million tonnes of ore 
containing 0 . 18% wolfram (tungsten) and 0 . 29% tin . Planning permission is to be sought 
for a £44 , noo ,ooo mine which could _provide JOO to 400 jobs. 

If al l goes well , the open-pit operation could be in production at the beginning 
of 1985. It would then build to full capacity of 6 , 000 tonnes of ore per day by about 
1987 . Pilot testing has indicated that a desired metal recovery of 64% of the tin is 
possible" .  

SAMUK Extract from February Industrial Minerals 

" Owing to the low level demand for acidspa:c and the current st·rength of s�rling 
Swiss Aluminium Mining (UK ) Ltd . has cut back its workforce considerably and is now 
only working every two weeks in four. SAMUK ' s  hedburn Mine will close on schedule but 
development at the company ' s  other mine at Burtree rasture and l<'raser ' s Hush is being 
mothballed . In order to satisfy current demand , acidspar is being taken from Stanhope 
Burn and Cambokeels which have a combined output of around 10/11 , 000 tonnes per week . "  

SPO Minerals Ltd . have applied t o  Allerdale District Council for planning permission 
to rework the mine tips at Sand beds Mine in the Lake District . This will be for Bai.ytes 
( or Barite in the new technocrats terminology : )  

The Standard Dish 

A sample (minute in extreme) of the 1512 brass standard measure held at the Barmoot 
Hall at Wirksworth has been taken by Dr. Paul Craddock of the British Museum for 
metallurgical examination . It will be compared with a sample from the similar dish or 
measure in the Science Museum, and should reveal evidence both of the method of manufacture 
of the dish , and of Tudor cast brasses in general . The last examination of the dish 
appears to have been done by "the late Mr. Sheldon" , in 1791 ! 

Lynn Willies . 

BATS??? 

Remember that bats are a protected species and are occasionally found in mines .  
If you find one do not disturb it .  Dr . R .  Stebbings is  doing research on the location 
of bats in mines and caves and would appreciate any information or photographs . He can 
be contacted at Monks Wood Experimental Station, Abbots Ripon, Huntingdonshire . 
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THE LINARES LEAD MINING AREA , SPAIN 

As a consequence of reading the seductive statement in D .B .  Barton ' s  'The Cornish 
Beam Engine ' regarding a Sims Engine shipped to Linares Mines in 1884 - quote-
"one of the first of a considerable number of Cornish Engines to be supplied to this 
and other Spanish Mines" . . . .  , I decided to visit the area in June 1980 . 

Apart from the Mining Journal , there appears to be little written on the Linares -
La Carolina Lead Mining Field in English. Eventually I found a brief description and 
a map of the area in FrP.nch, and thanks to the help of the Coal Board Library , Doncaster, 
I was lent a copy of the Spanish Mining Magazine 'Revista Minera ' for 1890 which 
contained a plan of Linares Mining Concessions and a description of the veins . 

The Linares Lead Mining Area lies at the east end of the Sierra Morena, some 270 
kms . due south of Madrid, in Jaen Province . The NIV main road from Madrid to Cadiz 
runs through the area. 

Like many classic mining areas , mineralisation appears to be associated with granite 
intrusion in Paleaozoic sediments of Cambrian and Silurian age . The veins do not 
penetrate the overlaying Triassic or Miocene strata. Many of the minera� · v�ins in the 
Linares area course approximately north-east/south-west . The longest vein is some 18 
kms . long, which with its parallel sister veins contains some of the largest mining 
groups . The La Carolina group of veins are not so defined , trending roughly east-west 
and up to 6kms . long. To the north-east another group of veins occur near Santa Elena, 
and these are the first mines one encounters as one climbs the northern flanks of the 
Sierra Morena from La Mancha. 

Historically , lead mining was carried out by the Phoenicians and Romans . A relief 
carved in a slab of sandstone was unearthed in the area, representing a gang of 
labourers (presumably miners ) and is attributed to be Roman in origin. Ure , in his 
dictionary of Arts , Manufactures and Mines ( 1853) states that "the veins are rich near 
the surface which causes them not to be mined much in depth; so the ground is riddled , 
as it were , with shafts.  More than 5, 000 old and new pits may be counted , the greater 
part of which is ascribed to the Moors" . 

Mining activity increased with many new discoveries in the reign of Phillip I and 
III (1556 to 1621) and by the latter half of the 1800 ' s  output had reached its peak. 
In 1889 output was 118 , 000 tonnes of lead ore . 

From about 184o onwards a major expansion was heralded in capital investment in 
the Linares area, and in the early 1850 ' s  John Taylor and Sons worked the Linares Lead 
Mining Company . 

The Taylor ' s  involvment in the area must have been very significant . It is notable 
that the order books for the Sandycroft Foundry established in Flint shire in 18J7 by 
John Taylor contain numerous references to items of machinery and steam engines for the 
Linares Mines . IndP.ed , even in 1882 the Taylors were still involved in the area. 
Richard Taylor was a shareholder in the Linares Lead Mining Company , the Fortuna Mining 
Company , and the Alamillos Mining Company . It is interesting to note that there is a 
Taylors Engine Shaft associated with each Company.  

The Taylors obviously appl ied their home policies of mechanis ing and consolidating 
small mines into large companies .  In 1881 , for example , the Majada Honda Mine was 
purchased by the Linares Lead Mining Company . The previous Spanish owners could not 
cope with drainage problems as they had imperfect machinery which was badly handled. 
The machinery was put in good order and the mine was drained completely at a cost of 
£120 per month less than it cost the Spanish Company . 

In 1890 , J06 mines altogether were being worked , represented by 65 companies .  All 
three of the Taylors operated companies featured as having the largest setts containing 
up to 26 mines .  Another large sett , La Tortilla, was part owned by Lord Derby where 
there was also a Lead Smelting Works . 

' 

At the end ?f the 19th centu:y ,  Li�ar�s was still very important , and companies 
such as La Tortilla ;  and Los Salidos within the Fortuna group were still producing. 
Out of a total world output of 80J ,OOO tonnes oflea.d ore , Linares produced 71 , 000 tonnes . 

Lead is still being produced in the Linares-La Carolina Area, and it is probable 
that the only break in production was during the Spanish Civil War. It is also possible 
that at this time , many of the steam engines were scrapped . 
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The surface remains associated with mining are extensive, and the two days I spent 
at Linares allowed me to do a rough reconnaissance of the Area . Certainl:,: the shells 
of granite-built engine houses and chimneys dominate the landscape , and considering 
their age , are in remarkably good condition. It is probably wishful thinking to assume 
that each engine house represents one engine exported from Britain. In reality there 
was probably much movement of machinery from one mine to another. Many of the engine 
houses are built on true Cornish design. Whilst their application for pumping and 
winding are obvious , there appears to be little in the way of engines used for ore
dressing processes . Tandem pumping systems have been employed on some mine sites with 
an engine house situated halfway between shafts . There does not appear to be any work
ing beam engines left in the Area, but is possible that a steam winding engine may still 
be at a working mine site .  

Another prominent feature of the Area is  the abundance of headgears built of stone . 
These generally are built up around a shaft on three sides ,  and the roof is tiled 
immediately above the winding wheel. The shafts are compartmented. 

The Area to the north and north-west of Linares where many of the major mines are 
situated , is now totally derelict . A system of dirt tracks connect all the mines and 
associated villages.  Some just consist of a square lined with single-storey houses 
and usually a church. The opulent mansions of the mine officials are usually built 
a short distance away , all now empty. On the larger mining setts are traces of miners 
barracks . 

The La Tortilla settlement and smelter 4km . to the west of Linares is now in ruins . 
The smelter site appears to be intact , and it is possible that the hearths are still 
' in situ ' . The lines of the flues can be traced running northwards to two chimneys 
which dominate the landscape . 

There are a number of hazards associated with exploring the mine sites on foot . 
The engine houses and headgears are ideal habitats for wasps and hornets to build their 
nests .  They tend to attack anything moving which gets too close . The spoil tips are 
an ideal home for snakes , some of the tips and buildings are densely populated by them. 
Lastly , in the glaring sun and the uniformity of the rock colour , the inevitable 
unfenced mine shaft is just that more difficult to see than its �nglish counterpart . 

I personally think that the Linares Area is relatively unknown , but must rank as 
one of the prime Industrial Archaeological Sites of Western �'urope . Certainly there 
are not many places outside Great Britain where there are large concentrations of engine 
houses on metal mine sites . other possible areas which spring to mind are Wallaroo 
in South Australia and parts of South/Central America. In comparison, Spain is just 
on the doorstep . 

As a footnote , The Sierra Morena contains many metal minP. sites and is part of a 
major metallogenic province which extends throughout the southern part of the IbeL·ian 
Peninsula .  There a.re engine houses at some of these sites ,  notably the Cerro Muriano 
Mine , owned in 1910 by the Cordoba Copper Company . Equipment for this minP. was purchased 
from the Hathorn Davy Company of Leeds . Engine house design is reminiscent of the 
Marriotts Sha.ft , South Frances Mine , Cornwall,  which also contained a Hathorn Davy �ngine . 

It is _probable that there a.re other mining a.L·eas in Spain which may contain substantial 
engine house remains . Two possibilities are at Cartagena in the Province of Murcia 
and Cape Gata in Almeria . 

. 
Th�se notes only

.
scratch the su:face of an area with much potential for the mining 

historian/archaeologist . I would like to hear f.rom anyone who has information or knows 
thP. whereabouts of records in this country on the Linares A.i_·ea . 

. , . w .  Ve.cnon . May 1981 . 
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Cwmystwyth Mine . 

On a rather ' sunny ' morning, April 19th. 1981 , I made my first visit to a Welsh 
Mining Site - Cwmystwyth ( GR  SN 8oJ746 ) .  The choice of mine was influenced by David 
Bick ' s  excellent series "The Metal Mines of Mid Wales" . 

A very interesting hour or two was spent looking over the surface remains . As 
well as the large building that housed the dressing mill , there is a considerable amount 
of surface remains covering a large area, which includes the Kingside workings , Craig 
Fawr opencast and Copper Hill . 

I entered the Bonsall Level Fawr through the arched portal acc ompanied by my two 
teenage daughters . 

Apart from the first 70 yards or so of water to a depth of just over the wellie
tops the rest of the level was fairly dry. 

After passing a couple of stopes ,  a tub level to the right leads to a large stoped 
area containing a wooden ore loading hopper with tub track up to it . 

After returning to the main level a left turn leads to a stoped area very well 
timbered and the continuation of thH vein can be followed some distance upward s - also 
well timbered . A few yards further on we came to the inclined shaft (about 10-15 degrees 
off the vertical ) looking at the rails ,going down the shaft one wonders how they ever 
managed to haul tubs up such an angle .  · 

The workings continue upwards at this po int - (care needed here to avoid stepping 
back , down the inclined shaft , whilst one is admiring the upward extension: : ) .  

The roadway continues round the other side of the workings to rejoin the main level 
at a four-way crossing, where an ore tub lies on its side ; straight across here leads to 
a J arge stope with a fixed ladder leading to the upper workings . As I was accompanied 
by my daughters I did not attemIJt to climb the ladderway , or the manway down the inclined 
shaft . 

Back to the main road and past further stopes another four-way junction is reached , 
(remains of ore chut es can be seen at these junct ions ) with blind levels . 

We then returned straight along thP. l<�vel to the adit . Quite an interesting trip 
even without going down to the Kingside level or up to the Upper workings . 

Since returning home from Wales I rece ived a copy of the N. R . M . S  Monograph on 
Cwmystwyth,  by Simon Hughes,  which I would recommend to anyone planning to visit the area, 
( if they don ' t  already have a copy : ) ,  as well as the full history , etc . it also lists 
the many shafts and adits and whether they are accessible , wet , or what . 

Barrie MacDonald . 

PS . A pleasant little farm Camp Site is to be found a mile or so past the mine . 

Ob ituary 

Mrs . Margaret Sar jE�ant , widow of tht- late Harold Sarjeant - one of the Society ' s  
earliest members and a former Chairman who died in September 1980 - has herself died 
suddP.nly at her home in Sheffield (May lOth. 1981 ) .  

She leaves a son ,  Dr. W . A . S .  Sarjeant, Profe csor of Geology at the University 
of Saskatchewan, Canada. 

The Society was represented at the :funeral by Roger Mercer, Harry farker and 11.on 
Tune . 

She will be remembered for her cheerful manner and warm friendly disposition. She 
was a good friend and will be sadly missed by those privileged to know her. 

H. M .P .  

SNOW JOKE: 

Apologies to anyone who tried to attend the recent photography meeting by Harry 
Parker . The bad snowfalls took everyone by surprise and meant that it had to be called 
off at the last moment . Harry is doing a repeat later in the year - see details else
where . If you are not sure whether a meet is going to take place please ring the 
Secretary to nake sure . 
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The Re-opening of Glebe Mine. 

All stories must start somewhere - this onP. starts on Broad.low Mine late in 19J5, 

or maybe early in 19J6 , I forget which. One Sunday I had been walking alo�g from Bretton 

by myself and crossing those particular mine dumps , I had picked up � specimen o� 
fluorspar . Not perhaps thP prize spP.cimen of any collection - greenish-yellow with one

and a half inch cube sides - but worth saving . I still have it.  
The next morning it lay on my desk at work for me to gloat over and in came Billy 

Braithwaite . At that t ime Billy was outside salesman for James Wilkinsons, from which 

firm we bought carboys of sulphuric acid for billet descaJ ing, and this was one of his 
normal round of calls . When he saw my specimen his eyes popped out like the proverbial 

• chapel hat pegs • .  Sulphuric acid was forgotten . "Where ' d  you get that" , he demanded. 

Memory tells me that his voice was fraught with emotion - but perhaps memory exaggerates!  
" Oh, above Eyam" (with nonchalance ) .  
" Is there any more?" 
" Oh, tons and tons of it" . 

Then I realised that he was quite serious and it came out that his people were 
needing the stuff for fluoric acid to some tune and were in difficulties for suppl ies,  
Pven importing from Afr ica at what were thP.n exorbitant costs. The upshot was that I 
promised to keep an eye open for any likely s ource and s o  it was left . 

The next development was a phone· call from Walter Sissons. "What have you been 
telling Billy Braithwaite , you young fool?" - actually he didn ' t  use the word ' fool ' ,  
but implied something much stronger,  as was his w ont . I reported our talk and it seems 
the subject had come up between them as well , Billy knowing that Walter and I knew each 
other very wel l .  Anyhow , suggested Walter,  was I game for some fun? It appeared that 
some twenty years before, at a time when I myself w ould scarcely have emerged from the 
brat to the urchin stage , the D . P . C  had been into a mine at Eyam and had vague memories 
of a vein of spar which would , of course , still be there and might be worth looking at . 
So matters were set into motion. These matters consisted of hiring from T . W .  Ward ' s  
(at Wilkinsons ' expense ) a winch and kibble.  A pile of old sleepers appeared whence I 
never knew and we found the only two unemployed men in Eyam , uncoverP.d the shaft and the 
battle was rP.ady to commence , the time now being about Baster 19J6. 

One rainy Saturday afternoon we forP.gathered - ' we '  being Walter and Gordon Sisson, 
Mrs . Gordon, Billy Braithwaite , Sam Twigg, ' Sparks ' ( I  never knew he had another name) 
and myself. All being ready , Gordon and Missus and myself crammed ourselves into the 
kibble and down we went , admiring the stonework as we went through the shale and the 
beautiful clean shaft further down . Before long we were well showered with falling drops 
and Mrs . G produced an umbrella, a piece of tackle all well found cavers should never 
be without . We must have looked a bright lot . Memory recalls that the shaft dropped 
60 fathoms into Moorwood Sough but at 40 fathoms it opened out ·into a bell-shaped 
chamber with a staging. With this in mind , Gordon had produced a three-pronged grapnel 
on a piece of rope and , hanging in mid-air, a few more or less skilled casts got us to 
the staging and we scrambled out. 

This was where we wanted to be as it was understood that there was nothing worth
while further down. In fact during the mon.ths that followed I only went to the bottom 
of the shaft once , there being plenty to do at 4o fathoms . Once on dry land , as it 
were, we set out to expl ore . One muddy way went a fair distance without anything more 
exciting t han a small flow of water draining into a natural fissure . A shorter working, 
heading N . W ,  soon led to a vein of predominately fluorspar about 2ft . thick, which I 
found later went by the name of ' Strawberry Vein ' . This was what we wanted and we knocked 
off samples , of course the nicest we could get hold of! On return to the surface Billy 
was over�oyed and could hardly wait to get them back for analysis , which later proved 
encouraging. 

Obviously the next step was to get out a bulk sample of several tons , so the minP. 
was nicked , whether in Wilkinson ' s  name or Walter ' s  I can ' t  remember, and we were in 
business . One morP. man was found and added to the payroll, the shaft was topped with 
sleepers at out level and we weighed in. Billy, of course , had his normal work to continue 
and the Sisson brothers were very much tied up with the early develo}ment of their s ink 
business which left me - the lad- and I could be spared . 

The routine then became that I started in at 7am . in Sheffield while a furnace was turned 
round and then, my father having taken over, I hot-footed it to Eyam ln my old Austin 7 
arriving at about lOam. where work had already started . Sam working alone at the bottom 
until I joined him , a two minute drop in the kibble on the winch brake . Safety in 
mines forsooth!  We would then spend the r0st of the morning drilling shot holes with 
hammer and jumper in the soft vein . 
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Shot holes? One may well ask where we got the gel and sundries from. There was 
and is such a thing as the Old Pal ' s  Act and Sam was well liked. Besides , whisky ad 
valorem came into it somewhere . There was never any shortage and enough for me to use 
as well in trying to enlarge a sink hole on Bradwell Moor and the never to be forgotten 
one and only shot in Nettle Pot . I pass over, with shame , the time I nearly brained 
Sam during my stint as striker - after which I was relegated and he took over ! 

The vein was interesting, full of cavities each lined with well-developed cub ic 
fluorspar crystals , but often containing one very well grown dog-tooth calcit e ,  one and 
onP. only. I remember one as big as a football and I wish I had been able to preserve 
it . I did get a few out which made good swaps, particularly for a beaut iful single 
crystal of barytes with the then manager at Cow Green (before the reservoir ) . But 
these cavities presented a problem . If we drilled deep, we could put in more gel and 
get a good yield and vice versa. But the deeper we went the more risk of finishing near 
a vug and blowing into it , thus wasting our effort. However , on we went until lunch time 
when we set and firPd the shots. Let it not be thought we were casual about thi s .  Sam 
was a miner in the best sense of the wo:rxi and he knew very well what he was ab out. 

While the air cleared we would retire into the other passage and eat . This never 
took long and we WP.re glad to resume work and get a sweat on again . The rest of the day 
was spent bagging the spar and humping it to the shaft to be wound u p .  We had usually 
finished by 4pm . and it was then our turn in the kibble , a twenty minute stint for the 
two surface chaps . I have a very vivid recollection of the fact that the spring of 1936 
was a part icularly beautiful one and how pleasant it was to come to the warm surface , to 
see the view up to Eyam Etlge at its best . Also to be greeted by dear Mrs . Bowland s ,  who 
lived at the mine cott age , with a pint of tea and a great wedge of her special fruit cake . 
Then , after washing off under her tap, Sam and I would go off to his home at the Bal l ,  
at the bottom of Eyam Dale , t o  be further rAgaled with good things by the hospitable Mrs . 
Twigg. 

other incidents of the time come to mind . There was , for instance ,  the occasion 
when Billy , only an hour aft er having a molar removed , came out to visit us while we 
were working. Half-way down the shaft , alone in the kibble , the winch key came adrift 
and whistled past his ear while he dropped twenty feet or so unt il the top man could jam 
the gears with a billet of wood . Poor chap , he was ha:rxily at his best when he joined 
us , for it took the best part of an hour to fetch the local blacksmith and get another 
key forgP.d and fitted . 

Of course the ex cavat ion of several tons of mineral couldn ' t  be the whole story. 
Billy , the opt imist , fondly imagined that we should be able to pick up 9CJ!o CaF'2 - just 
l ike that . He was soon disabused . I know I gave myself a crash course on mineral dress
ing - courtesy of Sheffield l ibraries - and Sam and I demonstrated in a little hand jig 
we made down in the brook in the dale . So the next step was to get our samples crushed , 
screened and jigged . Here again the old pal ' s  act operated and Sam ' s  contacts at the 
Cupola in Middleton Dale came in . They lent us their jigs for onP. weekend and we cleared 
out their barytes , jigged ten tons of fluor and set up again for barytes in one rather 
trial and error session. 

There the matter rested again until the technicians decided the product was what 
they wanted . At this point , the Sisson brothers and myself retired from the scene . It 
was decided to go ahead and the headgear was ordered from Plowright ' s  of Chesterfield 
and installed . Billy became more and more c oncerned with fluorspar and less with his 
previous activities, one Froggat was brought in from Halkyn to run thP- mine and Sam took 
over the winding engine . All being ready to go , a  grand opening was arranged . All the 
top brass from Wilkinsons ' parent firm arrived , we originals too as guides .  Chauffers 
and cine cameras abounded . Certain ladies appeared garbed as is the Queen when she goes 
down a swept and garnished coal mine ! 

Glebe however was not swept and garnished and Gordon and I ,  ill mannered oafs as 
we were , took care that on their arrival back at the surface they were not in their 
pristine chic '. However , they did manage to be polite over salmon and Sauterne at the 
Maynard later. 

The rest is history . Sadly , of the little group who gathered at Eyam that wet 
Saturday afternoon , I am the only survivor . It may well have been me who f ound the piece 
of spar that set the ball rolling, it may well have been Walter who remembered the vein. 
It may well have been Billy who could use it , but it should be clear from the above that 
the real key man was Sam Twigg. For me he will always be among my personal gallery of 
splendid people with whom it has been my privilege to work. 

Maurice H. Chantry . 
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The Alston Area and Mine Tours Ltd .  

The Alston Moor area of the Northern Pennines is one of the Irajor areas for the 
past production of lead and zinc ores in the British Isles . Recorded history of 
mining starts in the twelfth century and mining continued almost until the present 
day . Nenthead , the focus of more recent mining, until a few years ago possessed a 
large number of structures and buildings associated with the mining era. In the last 
fifteen years there have been major losSPS of buildings and an observer of the area in 
1978 might have conunented that 1980 could see the demolition of the remaining buildings . 
Landscaping of the mine dumps and general tidying up had taken place in the period 1965 
to 1975 and probably only the economic situation had prevented the complete reclamation 
of the landscape at Nenthead. The increase in interest in mining history and mineral 
collecting had led to an upsurge in visits with consequent pressures on mining 
features underground , geological features,  and the goodwill of the local inhabitants .  

To a certain extent , the people of Nenthead had turned their backs on the mines 
and indeed there were people in the village who had never visited the valley south of 
the smelt mill . They were ,  however , the witnesses to the destruction of the remaining 
buildings and bulk removal of mineral specimens , not always by visitors one might note . 
The major local landowner was pressurised into erecting signs warning of the dangers of 
the mines and the local gamekeeper was hard pressed to protect his grouse . 

The years between 1970 and 1980 were marked by the growth of leisure industries 
and this development was marked in other areas of the British Isles by the creation of 
mining museums and interpretive centres , notably in the major tourist areas of Wales 
and Cornwall . In 1977 the Government announced a new policy towards the creation of 
"New Growth Points for Tourism" which aimed to concentrate available resources in 
selected areas instead of scattered schemes throughout the country . One of the three 
pilot areas for the new scheme is the area from Teesdale to the South Tyne valley 
designated as the "High Pennines" . The press releases noted that there should be full 
consultation on the acceptability , extent , content and environmental considerations 
of each scheme . 

It was against this background that in May 1980 Mine Tours Ltd . of Kings Lynn put 
forward proposals for developing the area south east of Nenthead as a mining museum 
and lodged a planning application. The local papers reported that Mr . Dave Wilson , of 
Mine Tours Ltd . , had said that the project would be a "monument to the lead miners of 
the past" . The project was planned to have two stages .  The first would include an 
underground railway system, underground conducted tours and the conversion of existing 
buildings into shops, cafeteria and a geological sample and lapidary centre . Boating 
facilities would be provided on the Handsome Mea dam . Phase two would involve 
restoration of the condenser waterwheel and the creation of a museum . It was said that 
23 local people would be needed to operate the site in its first year. The economic 
attractions to the local people were quite obvious , particularly as Alston had just 
lost its major source of employment . 

The mining historian would note that the planned underground railway system would 
run in a cut-and-cover tunnel of timber ar.d currugated iron , would cross the main smelt 
mill site on a partial embankment and would utilise the upper floor of a heavily altered 
miners lodging house as the surface railway station . Many individuals and groups lodged 
objection to the plan with the E:len District Council . 

A public meeting at Nenthead in June 1980 was quite live ly.  The villagers were 
disappointed that a Mine Tours Ltd . representative was not present on the platform , 
only to discover , near the endof the meeting, that Mr . Wilson was sat at the back of the 
hall andhad taperecorded the whole meeting. The local paper commeuted that the "mPeting 
expl oded into momentary disorder at this realisation" . The meeting was generally , however, 
in favour of the pJ an with reservations on access off the public roads and the effect 
on the local amenities . 

On 17th July 1980 the E:len District Council .Hanning Commi tteP approvPd the idea 
in principle and resolved that "this Council accepts the 1Jrinciple of developing this 
site as an interpretive centre and museum for t he industrial archaeology of the NenthPad 
area, but prior to any formal consideration of the present proposal detailed plans should 
be submittPd for considPration" . Mine Tours Ltd . were effectively being asked to 
reconsider their plans and it was to be the Spring of 1981 before new pro�·;osals were put 
forward . 
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The modified plan was to reopen Ca.:r-rs LPvel and take small parties underground on 
foot . Temporary buildings would be erected outside the level entrance and a car park 
created in the mine dumps to the east of the smelt mill with access from the NP.nthead 
to Weardale road . The resulting cash flow would help to finance the restoration of the 
mill buildings for use in the second season of operation ,  with the possibility of other 
restorations as the scheme progressed. The plan also included vague proposals to install 
an underground railway in a very old level lying b0tween the smelt mill and Carrs Level , 

The Bien District Council gave their agreement to this plan in April 1981 . 

Those who have v isited Car£s LPvel will be aware that there are at present two 
major collapses in the levPl , one of which completely bl ocks the level . Both of these 
collapses are directly related to subsidPnce on the hillside above the mine and will 
need to be cleared and supported before access can be gained to the workings nP.ar the 
waterfall on the River Nent which is intend<�d to be the emergency exit . Some means will 
also have to be found of preventing the hiver Nent flooding thP workings via old stopes ,  
which happens regularly in winter. 

Mine Tours Ltd . intend to arrange conducted tours of the mineworkings for parties 
with a possibility of a charge being levied for this service . As the company are at 
present in the throes of develo:ping the site, and moving their office , it would probably 
help all conce�·ned if requests for visits were curtailed during 1981 . 

Over the last fifteen yea.i s ,  the Alston Moor hesearch Group have independently 
surveyed the underground workings and measured the surface buildings so that a record 
exists of the mining remains before alteration and restoration. 

l'r>ter Jackson . 

Tbe Mineral Statistics of the British Isle� . 

J>art I The Derbyshir� Mineral Statistics ; Metalliferous Mining and Associated Minerals 
1845 - 191J. 

Members of the Department of Economic History at the University of Exeter have 
recently completed a project to computerise the material relating to metalliferous 
mining contained in the annual Mineral Statistics of the United Kingdom 18i+5-191J .  

This material, consisting of all production returns ; details of owners ; managers ; 
agents etc . and underground and surface employment , has now been re-arranged by mine 
for each of the counties of England & Wales , and is soon to be published in a series 
of regional volumes .  The first volume , ePt.itled The Derbyshire Mineral Statistics will 
be the first to be published and should appear in August 1981 . It will be A5 size , 
produced by ExPter University in association , initially at least , with NMliS and PDMHS, 
and will consist of approx 150 pages , lJ5 of which will be the reproduced data, together 
with a short Introduct ion on the Mineral Statistics and the production of metalliferous 
and associated minerals in Derbyshire from the mid 19th to the early 20th century . The 
cost of thP. publication is anticipated to be approx £2 . 58 and may be more expensive after 
publication. Each part is to be of a limited print run - so make sure of your co1iy by 
ordering NOW .  Iting the Museum on Matlock J8J4. 
(N . M . R . S  members - PlPase do not duplicate your order ) . 

Extra  - A Bonus ! 
Mine Photography Sunday 6th S eptember 1981 Leader H. l'arker . 

MeP.t at Magpie Mine (GR SK 173682 ) at 11 . 00am. This is a repeat of the original 
mePt which was cancelled due to bad snowfalls . Harry is an acknowledged expert on 
underground photography and will give a talk on techniques , equipment, etc. Lunch 
will be taken at Magpie (bring a packed one ) and following this, the party will go in 
Holmebank Chert Mine to practise their newly acquired skills . For this, a helmet, lamp 
protective clothing and strong footwear is necessary. Don ' t  forget to bring your ' flash ' 
equipment� 
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High Price of Blue John 

A Judge has warned that people who go prospecting for Blue John stone run the 
risk of prosecution. 

Recorder Norman Irvine, QC , was commenting at Derby Crown Court , after sentencing 
two men for stealing Blue John stone belonging to the National Trust . 

The trial proved that National Trust own the land and mineral rights to Blue 
John in the Winnat ' s  Pass area of Castleton, Derbys hire . 

The Re corder warned people who take Blue John that they could face prosecution 
under the Theft Act . He added that people who organise rock collections should get 
permission first from the National Trust. 

Convicted by a jury of stealing were Donald Edward s ,  of Bradwe ll , who has a 
shop in Tideswell selling semi-precious stones and Terence Manning, of Leicester, who 
runs a similar busines s .  They had denied stealing the stone. Each was fined £100. 
A third man, Brian Scott, also of Leicester, denied the offence and was cleared by the 
jury . 

John Warren, prosecuting, said the stone was taken after a trench was dug on 
ground over a mine site in Castleton. 

Mr. Philip Raynor , for Mr. Ed.wards , and Miss Frances Patterson , for Mr. Manning 
and Mr. Scott , maintained that their clients honestly believed they had a right t o  
take the stone . 

The Recorder said : " It is now clearly established that so far as the Winnat ' s  
Pass area is concerned , the National Trust not only own the land but also the mineral 
right s .  

Mining Museum 

The Curat or, Miss Pam Diamond , extends her sincere thanks to the regular ' Monday 
Night Bunch' for their work in building the artefact stall and particularly the sterling 
work in landscaping the smelting heart h .  

The museum has recently been the subject for a videotape experiment by Barry Samuels 
to prove an exercise in video equipment . It is hoped to have part of the film ( or , in 
Irish ' fillum ' ) in the entrance hall of the mus eum. 

Fam also draws your attention to the fascinating selection of books on sale at 
the museum . Specially recommended are : -

De Re Metallica (Agricola) price fl0 . 45 
Hooson ' s  Miners Dictionary price £14.oo 
Cornish Expl osives by Bryan Earl price £8 . 50 
plus dozens of other books on a variety of sub jects , e . g  caving, cl imbing, mining, etc . 

The latest acqu isition, now on display , is a superb ' M iner ' s  Dial ' ,  last used at 
Millclose Mine . 

Weekend volunteers are needed to stai'f the museum , please contact Pam at the Museum 
for information. Please Note : There is F11EE car parking at the rear of the museum for 
museum staff , however , should this space be full and you have to park in the general 
car park your car parking charge will be refunded by the museum - this applies to helpers 
ONLY . 

Next Ed i t ion of the News-letter 

The next edition of the News-letter is due for publ ication and distribution the 
first week of September 1981. 

It is imperative that ALL copy for inclusion in the News-letter must be received 
by the Secretary or News-letter Editor by the middle of August at the very latest if 
you wish to see yourself ' in print ' .  We , the print ers , have a tight schedule and have 
to fit the Society publications in when we can - this also applies t o  the Bullet i n .  
It is a very costly business t o  stop machines and start another j o b  and this would, of 
cours e ,  have to be reflected in the price the Society pays for pr inting. So pleas e ,  

' get your fingers out ' and help u s  t o  help you by getting your article s ,  etc, i n  on � ·  
Any copy rece ived after the 'd ead-line ' cannot be cons idered for publication unt il 

the following edition . 



High in the mountains abovP Ponferrada, in the north west of Spain, is a great hole 
in the ground , guarded by 600-foot pinnachs of rock. 

There in the scorching heat of summer and the bitter cold of winter, 15, 000 slaves 
worked the biggest gold mine in the Roman Empire . 

For more than 400 years , canals and aqaeducts fed water to huge tanks above the 
workface . RPleased , the cascading water cra::>hed into the rock, carrying away boulders , 
mud , and the occasional miner. 

The water ran away over mats of rosemary and shorn fleece. These trapped the gold 
and allowed waste rock to pas s .  

In Spanish, the mine i s  called Las Medulas , and for centuries antiquarian geologists 
have coveted the riches it might still contain. Some have climbed the mountains and 
poked about to see what they could find . An expedition lad by M .  de Neufville in 1896 
sampled ore ranging from 2 to 20 grams of gold to the cubic metre ; later sampling found 
ore averaging about 8 grams , Most recently , Texas Gulf Sulphur explored the deposit 
in 1974, when gold was worth about 100 dollars an ounce . They found nothing to encourage 
dreams of large-scale mining. 

Since then two things have changed : the price of gold has quadrupled ; Nick Hunter 
has been up the mountains. 

Nick Hunter is a prospector with a very honourable record working for companies 
like AMAX , International Nickel and AMOCO Minerals. His trip to Spain last year 
convinced him that the Romans missed the deepest and richest part of the deposit . 

This , of course , is what propspectors always say. S ometimes they a.re right . 

A new company EXPLAURA has been formed with the rights and options over Las Medulas 
and other possibly gold-bearing areas , and a great deal of hope . 

LUTADARUM? 

The location of the lost Roman village of Lutadarum has remained a mystery for 
centuries . . .  

Now it could stay a secret for ever - with the construction of the massive 
Cars ington Reservo ir, near Wirksworth. 

For when in the next three years the Henmore Valley is flooded by more than 7 , 000 
million gallons of water , many archaeologists will feel the lost lead mining village 
is deep below. 

They have had just eight tantalising months to try to unravel the mystery of 
whether two sites across the area could be Lutadarum , the centre of the Imperial 
Roman lead mines . 

You have now read the first edition of the ' new-style ' enlarged News-letter/ 
Magazine . 

We hope you found the enterprise both interesting and worth reading. Whether 
you have , or ,  have not , we would still appreciate your comment s ,  criticisms etc . 

Remember - a publication can only be as good as its contents - and we rely very 
heavily on you, the members , for contributions to either the Bulletin or the News
letter . S o ,  let ' s  hear from you : To paraphrase Lord Kit chener - "Your Editor needs 
YOU" ! 

Any article , for this publication, does not necessarily have to be confined to lead 
mining or even Derbyshire ; for example , l personally know of one Society member who has 
worked in various parts of the world , Australia ( on the ' Golden Mile ' ) , South Africa, 
Ireland , etc . as a practical mining geologist . He has a wealth of anecdotes which, I 
am sure , the members would find most entertaining - such as the story of the cunning 
old gold miner who bought an old washing plant of t imber construction . His intention , 
so he said , was to dismantle the plant , saw up the the t imber and sell it for fire 
wood . He did dismantle the plant , he did saw up the timber, he did burn it - then lived 
quite comfortably for a considerable time on the gold he recovered from the ashes -
gold that had , over the years, worked into cracks and crevices of the wood! 

Then I am reminded of the member who whilst working in the M iddle East as a Chemist 
in Ore Treatment , was arrested at machine gun point for a malfunction in the plant . 

There must be do zens of members in the Society with stories to tell - come on, don ' t  
be selfish - share them with your fellow members . 
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SUBSCRIPI'IONS 

The subscriptions for the year ending jlst . August 1982 fall due on lst . September 
1981 . The rates are : -

Member 
Joint Members 
Family Members 
Junior Members 
Institutional Members 

£6 . oo 
£7 . 00 
£8 . 00 
£2 . 50 
£10 . 00 

Please make a note and pay your subscription on time . Remember that those unpaid 
after September will not receive a Bulletin and only one further News-letter until 
the Subscription is paid . 

To avoid e ''.tra postage charges , it is intended this year to send 1981/82 membership 
cards with the News-letter following the date of payment . Should you require y our 
membership card before thi s ,  please include a S . A . E .  with your subscription. 

SUBSCRIPI' IONS FOR THE YEAR ENDING Jlst . AUGUST 1982 

I wish to renew my membership of the Society for the year ending Jlst . August 1982. 
The class of membership required will be (delete those not required) : -

Member 
Joint Member 
Family Members 
Junior Members 
Institutional Member 

£6 . oo 
£7 . 00 
£8 . 00 
£2 . 50 
£10 . 00 

I enclose a cheque/postal order for the sum of £ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Children ' s  names and dates of birth (Family Membership only ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

I • e • •  e • • • • • • I • • • • I I • • • I ' ' • • I I I I e e e • I • I e e e e e I I I • I I I I • • t I I t I I I • I e I 6 e t I I I I • •  I I t 1 1 1 • 1 • t I I I 

Have you changed address? If so please indicate below . 

DINNER B OOKING 

Please reserve . . . . . . .  places for me at the Dinner at £ per head . 

I enclose £ . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Cheques/Postal Orders should be payable to ' Peak District Mines Hist orical S o c iety Ltd ' 
and crossed. Money for subscriptions and the dinner ( a combined cheque is acceptable) 
should be sent t o  the Treasurer : -

R .  W .  Mercer, Welf ord House , Matlock Street , Bakewell , Derbyshire . 
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Loading Showing ' Noggins ' used in Timbering 

Ladderway to Upper Levels & Workings Ore Chute 


